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Volume 3

Perryville, Missouri, October, 1932.

Number 1

CAMP SAINT VINCENT

RENEWAL OF SCHOOL

To those who know camp by previous acquaintance, a suggestion will recall everything. For those
who have not heard of it, a lengthy history will
hardly suffice. Let a mere suggestion, then, serve
as the present expedient.
The common order at camp includes a period of
sleep, prayers, meditation, Mass, and thanksgiving
in the morning, night prayers and beads in the
evening. From the glad "Ave Maria" at Mass to
the fervent "Salve Regina" after night prayers,

Vanished are the carefree days of camp. Assigned to the region of memory are the fishing

the sons of Saint Mary's set about every variety

trips, the hikes, the boat rides on the moonlit St.
Francis, and all the thrills and joys of those six
glorious week. Instead, at intervals, from nine in
the morning until five in the evening, in answer to
the successive bells, a procession of earnest Scholastics starts from the rooms in the new Students'
building, pauses for a moment in the Chapel,
ends in the old familiar classrooms across
court.
Young Students barely past the canonical
of eighteen, who have crossed the yard from

and
the

of entertainment that resourceful students can deage
vise. Every day even before the break of an early
the
summer dawn, one, two, or several parties are
Novitiate but a few days before, go to enter the
moving quietly about, preparing to go to early
abstract realms of philosophy. Older Students go
Mass. Darkness has almost dropped on camp
to renew their acquaintance with the Sacred
when the last of them come tramping in, having
sciences of Jerome, Albertus, Augustine, and with
finished the decades of the beads en route.
all that galaxy of learning and sanctity, Thomas
Meantime the camp itself can scarcely be called
of Aquin at their head.
deserted. Always some half of the consumers
Standardized, it is true, according to the educamake three regular trips to the refectory-kitchen
tional requirements of the great universities
hut to be served or to serve, as the turn may
throughout the land, the Seminary curriculum
have it.
yet retains those principles that were taught at
This summer, by way of relieving the burden of
St. Mary's before the hills and valleys of Upper
kitchen duty, several students started the panLouisiana rang with the clash of the Blue and
cake-fry parade. For a number
the Gray.
of hardy hikers, the panA simple notice on the bulletin
cake-fry parades were a mere reeventh
board
the day before
set thi
eventdiversified scholastic had
Octobe,r the S
laxation; forty and fifty mile
machinery
hikes were the real accomplishin motion. Incipient philosophers
Every year on the seveenth day of Ocments. While the fishermen bewith many a qualm had surtober the Chur,ch celebrates the feast
wailed a poor season because of
rounded it to see how many
of the Most Holy Rosar y. Devotion to
the murky water, canoeists were
classes were assigned to them.
the rosary had its begirnnings early in
bringing home one, two or three
Learned theologians, long accusthe 13th centur'y unde r St. Dominic,
bass that had jumped into the
tomed to such prosaic things as
when he empic )yed it so effectively
canoe at a rapids. The hunters
school
commencements,
had
against the Albiggensian heresy. The refound squirrels in fair abungazed at the notice with the
markable defeat of the TJ
rurks in 1571 at
dance. The cool evenings set the
proper theological decorum and
the famous battl e of Lep onto is another
woodmen at work on campfires.
had reassured their younger
instance of the great efficacy of the
Music was in the air at all times
brethren in terms plainly indicathanks to the victrola and radio.
rosary. It was in comimemoration of
tive of superior knowledge and
It was the evening, however,
this victory, and in honor of the
culture.
that inspired duets on the river
Blessed Virgin Afary thEat the feast of
And so the long procession
in the moonlight; quartettes and
the Most Holy F.osary w7as established,
goes on, each Student daily
grand choruses
around
the
Not only one day of October is dedrawing closer to his goal.
campfire.
voted to the rosairy. The Church, knowEveryone is happy and well coning the value of prayer to the Mother
These enjoyable features were
tent to be back at work. There
of God, has dedi(cated the entire month
enhanced by the interest shown
is no lack of employment.
to this particula:r devoti<on. Thus it is
in them by our priestly conThough the stocks in Wall Street
freres.
Father
Comerford
that the rosary i,s publicl y recited every
may reach new lows; though the
O'Malley and Father Joseph Mcevening during October in the Church
blight of depression may calm
Intyre-we say it with hearty
of the Assumpticon.
the hum of La Salle Street;
gratitude-were with us thruThe world is ringing with marvels efthough the world of politics may
out. There was a special signififected by means of the rosary; hardseethe and rock come November
cance in the visits of Father Tom
ened sinners areSbrougl it back to the
and March, yet the procession
Smith and of Father Wendelin
fold, new conven sions aree wrought, and
will go on.
Dunker.
So lately students
innumerable temrnporal fa vors are grantThe full moon of the harvest
themselves, they returned as
ed. In these d;ays wh(en there is- so
will cause the tall poplars behind
(Continued on Page
4)
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August marked the Second Centenary of the death of the Rev. Louis
Anthony Appiani, C. M., the first
Lazarist to preach the Gospel in
China. His long apostolate although
most difficult and painful, affords interesting and inspiring reading. For
many years this courageous and devoted Son of St. Vincent, burning with
zeal, rejoiced in being able, in imitation
of St. Paul, to sign his exhortations and
letters with the honorable title, "Vinctus
Christi et pro Christo." Father Appiani
embarked from Tripoli in 1697 and
traveled through Syria, Armenia, Persia and India on his way to China.
After about fifteen years of activity in
that country he was made captive. His
fame spread to Rome where Clement
XI, not wishing to leave Father Appiani without special consolation, directed to him a brief in which the Pontiff praised his courage in sufferings,
his love of God and his fidelity to the
Holy See. The Pope urged him to
remain constant in those sentiments-,
"Truly most worthy of a sacerdotal
heart and of the institute to which you
belong". Clement had wished to nominate the prisoner Vicar Apostolic of Su
Tchuen, but Father Appiani's humility
would not allow him to accept the
honor. The Vicar of Christ appealed to
the Emperor Kang-chi to set the missionary free, but the request was denied,
only to be renewed by Benedict XIII in
1724. Finally Emperor Yung Tchin released the soldier of Christ. In all
Father Appiani had passed 19 years
and 9 months in jail. Despite these
ordeals, the Holy Vincentian, once at
liberty, continued to work for six more
years. In 1732, worn out by his strenuous labor for souls, he joined the family of St. Vincent in heaven. His mortal remains are buried in the Dominican Church in Canton, China.

Original plans called for an enrollment of 90 students at St. Vincent's
Preparatory Seminary this year. When
the final student had put in his appearance at the College, everyone was
more or less surprised to find that there
were some 119 young men present
aspiring to a higher life. On September 17, there were 26 Seniors, 23 Juniors,
40 Sophymores, and 23 Freshmen. Some
notable changes had taken place in the
faculty. Fr. George O'Malley had succeeded Fr. John McWilliams as Superior. Fr. Paul O'Malley was First Prefect and Fr. Raphael Kuchler Second
Prefect. Frs. Joseph Monaghan and
Joseph Phoenix were new figures, the
former teaching Greek and Physics, the
latter English. Fr. Kuchler was teaching Latin in place of Fr. Coyne, last
year's Professor. Fr. Coyne had been
changed'to St. Louis. Otherwise things
were much the same as usual.

Before the second week of October
comes to an end, there will be 71 Students, 47 Novices, and 13 Priests at the
Barrens. In the classes of '33, '34, '35,
and '36 are but forty Students. Statisticians, on the present basis of percentages, are sure that after Ordinations in 1934, there will be between 90
and 100 Students. By 1936, there will
not be enough rooms in the new Students' Building to house all the Students. There are 109 rooms in the
new building. This is no Visionary's
dream. Figure it out for yourself.

Henry Von Arx, a Swiss confrere who
was captured by the Reds in October,
1930, and from whom no news had been
heard for many months, recently made
known by a telegram from. the French
Consul, that he is in good health, and
is busy caring for the sicknesses and
wounds of the Communists who continue to hold him in their power.
Father Lilly passed the summer
months at the Maison-Mere, in the
midst of his Scriptural studies. His
examination for the Licentiate in Sacred Scripture before the Biblical Commission will be held the latter part of
this month. Needless to say, he is
counting on the prayers of his con-

freres to aid him. Immediately upon
the completion of this examination,
Father Lilly will depart for Palestine,
where he will study under the tutelage
of the Dominicans at St. Stephen's, situated near Jerusalem. He intends to
stay with the German confreres, who
conduct a Hospice in the Holy City.

When the new residence hall of St.
Thomas' Seminary, Denver, was opened
six years ago, the total enrollment was
approximately 40 students. Last month
the Seminary entered its twenty-fifth
scholastic year with a record enrollment
of 116 students, representing twentythree dioceses of the United States.
Fifty of these students are registered
for the local Diocese of Denver. The
faculty remains the same as last year,
with Fr. William Brennan Superior, Fr.
John Vidal Director of Students.
According to an announcement of Dr.
Howard E. Egan, Director of the summer-school term at De Paul University,
the summer session was one of the
most successful in the history of the
institution in spite of the economic
depression. 1703 students, 800 of them
Religious, attended classes this year.
The majority of these classes were
conducted in De Paul's loop "skyscraper."
Approximately 260 students were enrolled at St. Louis Preparatory Seminary this year of whom 213 are boardSecond year Philosophy, long
ers.
taught at Kenrick Seminary, has been
added to the course at the "Prep." To
the "Prep" has been changed, Fr. Merlin Feltz to occupy one of the chairs of
Philosophy. Fr. Coyne lectures from
the other. History and Scripture are
taught by Frs. Martin O'Malley and
Leo Foley who come over from Kenrick
to perform this task.
Fr. Henry Burke is Chaplain at St.
Philomena's in St. Louis, having succeeded Fr. Theriac in that duty.
At De Paul Hospital the obligations
of the Chaplain's office rest upon Fr.
Marshal Lesage.
For some time now Fr. James Cahill
has been sojourning in Chicago. Be-

fore many suns have set, however, he
will be on the high seas bound for the
Eternal City. There he will spend two
years preparing for a Doctorate of
Theology. The presence of two former
class mates, Frs. Quinn and Tolman,
already Licentiates of Theology, will
help make his stay agreeable.

When Fr. Lilly departed for France
last school-year, the Students wondered who would succeed him. Best
guesses were that Fr. Tom Schmucker
would come down from St. Louis to
undertake the task of teaching Scripture, here at the mother-house. These
guesses became a reality, when Fr.
Schmucker was missioned here towards
the close of the summer. Fr. Schmucker
has likewise been appointed to succeed Fr. Saracini as Pastor of Crosstown, and has been assigned the duty
of teaching Cicero at St. Vincent's High
School.
Another newcomer to be seen about
the Seminary is Fr. Nichols, who has
joined us from De Paul University in
Chicago. He has been given the task
of instructing the Scholastics in Canon
Law and Patrology. We know that he
will make these two subjects very interesting.
Caesar, in the flesh, conquered
armies, and Caesar, in the text-book,
often presents no mean difficulties to
the best of professors. Not long ago,
Mr. Kennealley visited Fr. Prindeville,
seeking information. "You'll have to
come back, Mr. Kennealley, I'm very
busy now," said Fr. Prindeville. Fr.
Prindeville was busy preparing Caesar,
which he teaches at the High School
in addition to his other classes of Dogma and Education at the Seminary.
Father Coupal's visits are often very
brief, seldom very long. On September
23, he had arrived at the Seminary and
almost departed before the Students
were aware of his presence. His destination was Fredericktown, where he
conducted Thirteen Hour's Devotion for
Fr. Mispagel.
Another visitor at the Seminary recently was Fr. Clarence Hug, who spent
a, few days of his vacation visiting his
cousin, Mr. Miller, N. C. M., and his
many intimate friends at the motherhouse.
Student Professors teaching at present include: Mr. William Kennealley

teaching Novitiate English; Mr. Jules
Yallaly teaching Novitiate Latin; Mr.
William Mahoney teaching Novitiate
French; Mr. Gilmore Guyot teaching
Scholastic Greek; Mr. Edward Whooley
teaching Scholastic French. Chemistry
classes, when they are begun, will be
conducted by Messrs. Cyril and Philip
Lefevre.
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This issue of the De Andrein goes to press under the guidance of a new management. We wish
to congratulate our predecessors on the excellence
of the work which they produced during the past
year, and on the lofty standards which they set
and maintained during their term of office. Our
ambition is to keep the work which they have fostered on the same high level and, at the same time,
to recognize and to seize any opportunity of improvement which may, perchance, come our way.
Our purpose will be to convey to each confrere,
according as the humble capacity of our paper will
permit, news of the most interesting events which
take place in the various houses of the community,
but especially news of the mother-house. In so
doing we hope to inspire all the priests throughout
the province with a still greater interest in their
younger confreres here at the Seminary, and thus
to strengthen the bond of friendship and affection
which already exists.
It is our hope that you may take a personal interest in the paper, and nothing would give us
more pleasure than the knowledge that you consider this paper as much yours as it is ours. Hence,
we will be delighted to receive any comments, cri-

ticisms, or suggestions, which it may please you
to forward us, and we will regard them as evidence
of your concern for our success. Prompt and considerate attention will be given them, and the policies of the paper will be shaped in accordance with
the best interests of all the confreres.
With these things in mind we take up the burdens of our office, and we rely on your cooperation
to make this a pleasant and successful year for
"The De Andrein".
Followers of St. Vincent eagerly await the Life
of St. Vincent by Pere Coste now on the press. It
is 3 volumes, 1800 pages, the fruit of twelve years
labor, and contains much hitherto unpublished.

The evil that men do lives after them, the good
is often interred with their bones. A common expression and how true. Our policy however, will
be to try to dig up a little of the good together
with the evil. Time, the great healer, can never
sufficiently cover over some deeds perpetrated in
student days.
July 1, 1908: Students did not have their picnic today. "Why you are going to have forty days
picnic!"-Fr. Hueber.
July 23, 1908: "Mr. Connor arrived today. He
is to sleep in the big blue tent which they call the
Nursery. But we who live in it call it the nursery
of giants,-Messrs. Connor, Sweeney, Brennan,
Conroy, Hager, Gasper and O'Sullivan. In the
Merry Widows are Messrs. Coyne, Finney, Ahearn,
and McAuliffe. In the Incubator are Messrs. Nuss,
Alt, Neels, Reynolds, Delaney and Moore."
June 20, 1910. "Fr. O'Connor and Mr. Sweeney
went out to Farmington and Saco to investigate a
camping place."
July 6, 1910. Messrs. Neels, Overburg and
Brother Vince together with the drivers and seven
baggage wagons left for Saco. They stopped over

night at Mr. Montgomery's, 19 miles from Perry-

ville. The following day they advanced to about
seven miles beyond Fredericktown and stopped
overnight with Mr. Langford. On the third day
they reachel the camp about six p. m." Not exactly a record trip.
July 8, 1910: "The student body left the Seminary at 3:40 and walked to Yount arriving there
at 8:30, expecting to leave for Fredericktown
about 9:00. About 12:30 three miserable old surries and a dilapidated old buss drew up. They covered the 15 miles to Fredericktown in six hours,
their unprecedented speed being due to a sore
headed driver. By walking up the hills those who
stayed with the buss arrived about 6:20. Five of
the students in the buss becoming disgusted with
the intolerable outfit walked about 12 of the 15
miles. Fr. Walsh treated them royally in the
evening."
July 13, 1910: "'Messrs. Powers, Quinn, Coupal
and Flavin arrived from Fredericktown."
Sept. 3, 1910: "While Fr. Powers and Fr. Barr
were returning from Brewer this afternoon, Paddy
the horse became frightened and tried to run
away. Fr. Powers had one line, Fr. Barr the other
trying to hold him, but in the endeavor Fr. Powers
was jerked head first out of the buggy. Fr. Barr
left alone with one line decided to jump and fortunately landed on his feet. The horse ran on a
few yards farther left the top of the buggy against
a telephone pole and ended by breaking the shaves
and a wheel." Since 1911 Paddy has lost a lot of
the old time vim and vigor.
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION SOCIETY
Our two new missionaries, Fathers
W. Dunker and Smith, sailed from San
Francisco for Shanghai on Sept. 19th.
Both-are admirably fitted, in temperament as well as physique, for the arduous missionary labors.
During the
summer months they took special
courses in medicine, first aid, dentistry, and hygiene. Father Dunker studied at the Catholic Medical Mission
Board headquarters in New York City,
and Father Smith at Charity Hospital
in New Orleans. The knowledge thus
acquired will be of great use to them
in a country where doctors are few and
far between, and drug stores unheard
of,
Father Misner writes that the residences of the Linchwan or Fuchow,
(two names for the same place), district are entirely free from soldiers for
the first time in a number of years.
But he adds: "Time alone will tell how
long they can be kept that way."
A new dispensary is the latest enterprise at Linchwan. They are handling
a great number of cases daily and
their reputation has spread throughout
the whole surrounding country. Father
S. Dunker is developing into quite a
doctor, while Father Theunissen takes
care of the dental work.
Bishop Sheehan is now the proud
possessor of a motorcycle. Motor roads
are being built connecting the principal
towns of this vicariate, so he will find
much use for it. But for the ordinary
missionary, who is forced to use the
small roads between missions-often
only narrow dikes separating rice fields
-it would be rather perilous to get on
one. The missionary's usual mode of
travel is either on foot or horse back.

Th

Camp St. Vincent

BOOKS

(Continued from Page 1)
priests to give the students a
setting
farewell
before
friendly
out to fulfill the noblest commission
that a Vincentian can receive. From
the time Father Platisha drove out to
stir up civic interest in the primary
elections, till Father Coupal came to
put the finishing touch to an almost
perfect camp, priests continued to contribute their cheering presence to the
place.
Three weeks of classes have shifted
attention from the memories of camp.
Yet the effects of camp, by no means
intangible, are active in classroom, in
chapel, and in recreation hall. The
best part of any good thing is its recurrence. Next year-let us count in
hope-will be the students' tenth successive summer at camp.

Books recently acquired by the Library include:
The Defense of Purity... .D. Hildebrand
Sidelights............ G. K. Chesterton
Pastoral Theology and Medicine
J. Rathbone Oliver
Campaigning for Christ Handbook
Goldstein
Sacrae Liturgicae........... Martinucci
In Search of Ireland..... .H. V. Morton
Story of San Michele.......A. Munthe
Charles of Europe
D. Bevan Wyndham Lewis

Renewal of School
(Continued from Page 1)
the Grotto to fling long shadows
across the grass; the approach of
Autumn will strew the walks and
lawns with a carpet of reds and browns;
the advent of frost will deaden the riot
of color in the Novices' gardens.
But the leaves will bud again, and
the flowers will recover their summer
glories. A successor of the Apostles will
sweep across the Sanctuary of the
Assumption in all the splendor of the
Roman purple. There will be prayers
and anointing of hands, and the scholastic year will end, as it began, for
God and Saint Vincent.

October the Seventh
The dreaded cholera raged in China
during the summer. At Poyang over
one thousand died in a single week.
Bubonic plague also broke out in a
number of places. The principal effect,
as far as the missionaries were concerned, was to keep them from eating
things they would have liked to eat
during the hot season. The region is
famed for its watermelons, but they
were not touched. Salads were looked
upon as a dose of poison. Thank God,
none of our confreres was stricken.
The address of the new central house
in China is: Catholic Mission Residence, Linchwan, Kiangsi, China.
Mr. James Thompson has been elected President of the Students' Mission

Society for a second consecutive term.
The office of Vice-President has been
voted to Mr. John Clark who succeeds
Mr. Gerald Mullen. Mr. Ambrose Durbin, who, according to the man nominating him, writes equally well with
both hands, succeeds Mr. John Battle,
the retiring Secretary.

eAde

(Continued from Page 1)
much of misery and misfortune in the
world, why shouldn't a humble appeal
to Mary through the medium of the
rosary touch her compassionate heart,
so as to secure a speedy improvement
of the present chaotic economic conditions? Her intercession with God is all
powerful. Is it not sung of her in the
offertory of the feast: "In me is all
grace of the way of the truth; in me
is all hope of life and of virtue."?
Because of a generous bargain recently concluded, the Students are now able
to offer for sale beautifully designed
Christmas cards at a very reasonable

price. Boxes containing twelve cards
are being sold for the small sum of 30
cents each, postpaid. In these days of
depression this offer should meet with
a ready response. The proceeds of the
sale will go into the Students' Fund.
Communications may be sent to THE
SCHOLASTICS.

Though this book is principally concerned with the Emperor Charles the
Fifth and the part he played in the
unprecedented event of his day, it is
with its introduction, a scientific explanation of the causes of the probleihs confronting Europe at the present
time. The epilogue is concerned with
arguments towards the solutions and
the reasons for hope that are at hand.
Mr. Lewis in the body of his book
portrays Charles V as the ideal Christian Ruler, the champion of the European Idea, the "Greatest Emperor Christendom has seen since Charlemagne."
Charles V is the one strong man striving to preserve a united Europe, "Roman in civilization and Catholic by
conviction", from the onslaughts of
that other ever-present paganism untouched by Western civilization that
found its pernicious expression in Luther and his rivals. Besides the trouble
from within, there is throughout his
reign the persistent double-dealing of
Francis, Most Christian King of
France, who dealt a telling blow to
Europe and Christendom by allying
himself actively for years with the
Turk and the Algerine Mohametan
pirate. Much responsibility for the disasters and for the failures at reunion
the Author lays at the door of the
Holy See. The vigor of new and untried elements in religion appearing at
a time when the human machinery
of the Papacy was failing, turned man
religious by nature to the new, manmade thing, the State.
Thus with the rise of Nationalism
and the birth of her monster-children
there grows apace the reasons for the
existence of a cataclysm such as threatens the world today.
In the Epilogue the Author advances
solutions and reasons for hope that are
sound and well grounded. The bloodiest war in History has tended to
alienate a little that love of Nationalism in Europe, and has lead them to
think that there might, after all, be
something in the old concept of a
united Europe. Religion is the neutralizing agent for natural antagonisms. The diserable is implied-tem-

perate monarchies, with the Pope of
Pome the independent moral authorcision. And so the hope, because the
ity bearing the responsibility of deancient rallying point is still existing.
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THE "CAPE"

PERRYVILLE~ NEWS

It was more than mere geographical proximity
that prompted The De Andrein to inaugurate a
series of articles on the establishments of our province with an account of St. Vincent's College at
Cape Girardeau. An appreciation of the
Bond tradition to which "Cape" has fallen heir

Program of Welcome
On the twelfth of October, a program of welcome was tendered by the Students to our esteemed benefactress, Mrs. Theresa Kulage. Addresses
were delivered and papers read, interspersed with
music by the orchestra.
The program opened with an overture by the
orchestra which was followed by the address of
welcome given by Mr. Win. Kenneally. Vocal selections were sung by Messrs. Mullarkey and Clark
and by the Scholastics' Quartette composed of
Messrs. Vandenberg, Mahoney, Clark and Graham.
Mr. E. Rebenack read a paper-An Appreciation,
and Mr. J. Sharpe a poem-St. Mary's of the
Barrens. The concluding address was made by
Fr. Barr who, commissioned by the Visitor, made
known the Visitor's regret that he could not be
present in person to express his gratitude to Mrs.
Kulage for her kindness to the Community. In
Mrs. Kulage's name Fr. Barr thanked the Students
for the entertainment, and declared that Mrs.
Kulage would like to bestow a holiday on the Students. Her request was greeted with loud applause by the Students, gracious consent by the
Superior.
Others present on the occasion were Frs. Krabler, S. P. Hueber, M. O'Malley, Neels, Coupal, McKenzie and Faivre of the Eastern Province, and
the priests, novices, and students of the Seminary.

made it the natural starting place.
of
Union Since 1825 a bond has united the Bar-

rens with Cape Girardeau and through
a varied existence their essential relationship of
parent and child has obtained. Even now, each
Maytime, youthful followers of St. Vincent leave
the younger institution for the older; leave "the
Cape" for "the Barrens"; put behind them their
preparatory days to enter the Novitiate.
History was made when the General Assembly of the State of Missouri met in 1843 and
passed "An act incorporating St. Vincent's
1843
College". By the terms of this charter
the corporators were empowered "to organize and establish said college. They shall have
power to grant such literary honors as are usually
granted by any college or university in this State
or in the United States."
In May of the following year the collegiate department of St. Mary's Seminary was transferred

to the infant college and its life began. Within
the confines
an account so necessarily limited
as this we cannot hope to present more than a
kaleidoscopic picture of that life.
Yet is seems to us as though of a still calm
night the old college shakes off the present and

K. of C. Anniversary.
The City of Perryville was astir on the third
lives again in the past. Back to its corridors it
Sunday of October. The cause of the excitement
welcomes dim figures, clothed in the
was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishMemo- purple of dirnity-Amat, Timon, Steing of the William J. Barnwell Council of the
phen Vincent Ryan. A clear voice echoes
Knights of Columbus. Solemn High Mass was
ries
through the halls, that, long stilled, of
sung by Fr. John Platisha, Chaplain of the Counthe Poet Priest of the South.
cil. At the Mass a large gatherThe old walls quake once more
ing of Knights heard Fr. Martin
under the imagined repercussion
Mai ry's W'alk
O'Malley deliver an inspiring
of the dread explosion of '48 and
sermon exhorting them to keep
seem to draw closer together at
unsullied, by the integrity of
The leaves are falling on Mary's walk.
memory of the cyclone in 1850.
their lives, the high honor of
Yellow and red and golcdthey fall.
Yes, it has its memories.
their Council.
The hand of aut;umn h as painted them
During the day, Fr. Merlin
The western sun throws the
all,
shadow of the college upon the
SFeltz was initiated into the first,
The leaves thatt fall c
Mississippi. The moon bathes
SMary's
wak.
second and third degrees. Into
them both in its magic sheen.
the latter two degrees were also
Bright as a carpget is Mrary's walk,
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(Continued on Page 4.)

The reveler froilics on Mary's walk.

(Continued on Page 4.)
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World News
GERMANTOWN, PA. Rev. James
Murphy and Rev. Louis Fey of last
June's Ordination Class sailed for
Bocas del Toro, Panama. The story of
our eastern confreres who labor in this
most difficult mission-field deserves an
honored place in the glorious annals of
the Congregation.
At the Overbrook Seminary, last
month, thirteen theologians from Germantown received the deaconship at
the hands of Bishop O'Hara.
TORONTO, CANADA. The Eastern
Province is planning to extend its activity by opening a house here. It is
rather interesting to recall that the
former Archbishop Lynch, C. M. of
Toronto was the Superior of the
Barrens in 1848.
CUENCA, SPAIN. A letter from our
Spanish student confreres of the
Madrid Province brings home to us
the most pleasant truth that the spirit
of the community truly binds us all
together in one mind and heart. We
can appreciate this all the more from
the account of their ancient buildings,
with the neighboring Gothic cathedral
where they go for ceremonies, from
the account of their daily classes, their
efforts to familiarize themselves with
English, their vacation times, their
sports which include tennis, basketball
and "pelota", besides the other ordinary
events which characterize our own life
here in Perryville. We lament to read of
the unsettled condition of the Church in
Spain, which is wisely commented upon
by our confreres in these words, "with
these sad events many who were dangerously dozing in their faith and religious practices have become alert,
but also a great number have been
miserably led astray by alluring promises or groundless fears; at least the
soldiers of Christ are being clearly
sifted from those who are a prey to the
devil."
T'SANG - TCHOO, CHINA. The
Chinese proverb, "Misfortune never
comes alone," seems to be verified in
this portion of China under the care
of our Italian confreres. Civil war and
continual plundering and floods, to
which has now been added the cholera,
increase the miseries of the people.
One of the priests, a pharmacist, has
developed a cure for the cholera, and
for some time past not a single victim has been numbered among the
Christians. The confreres trust that
this boon will draw the friendship and
confidence of the pagans.
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Nov. 3, 1911: Fr. Barr returns from
St. Louis and resumes Dogma classes
with great vigor and enthusiasm.
Nov. 19, 1912: Brother Walter accompanies Fr. Musson to St. Louis in
order to purchase a "nag" for Vince, to
replace Prince of happy memory.
Oct 1, 1914: Fr. Hager arrives at
Perryville about 1 a. m., coming overland in his new Ford.
Sept. 27, 1915:
Messrs. Foley, McNeil, and Dillon took charge of the
laundry with entire supervision of the
plant and propose to improve the system in general. Pro bono communi!
God be with them!
Oct. 1, 1915: Handball is becoming
more popular during the noon hour.
This is due largely to the fact that
during the summer, Mr. Moore devoted
his spare moments putting the court
in first class condition.
Oct. 6, 1915: After Vespers and
Compline this noon Fr. Musson assembled the deacons, Rev. Messrs.
Reis, Overburg, Flavin, Sheehan, Vidal, and Lavelle, and informed them
that "something awful was about to
happen." Immediately they conjectured it was ordinations at Christmas.
Mr. Reis, who had privately been told
the same thing a week before, had
begun active preparations, studying
the prayers and the rubrics of the
Mass etc., only to have this hopes
miserably blasted when Fr. Musson declared the "awful thing" to be that beginning with the last Sunday of the
Ecclesiastical Year, the deacons would
each in turn, preach at the last or
Parochial Mass on Sunday.
April 9, 1916: We had repose this
morning because there was no electric light nor sunlight at 4:00 a. m.
We had the latter at 5:00 a. m.
May 30, 1917: Messrs. Thorp and
Gaughan flew "Old Glory" from the
attic window of the students building.
They would have also placed a flag belonging to Mr. John Platisha,a Novice,

ROME, ITALY. Recently a monument commemorative of the first
Lazarist missionery killed at Fort
Dauphin, Madagascar, was presented to

on the clock tower, but rain kept them
from doing so.
June 5, 1917: Cherries are about ripe
enough to be picked. Fr. Hueber has
them protected (so he thinks) from
birds and "Students" by pieces of white
cloth flying from the branches.
June 15, 1917: Feast of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus. This beautiful feast
day will ever be remembered by those
at the "Barrens" for it marks the beginning of the "operations on the
Grotto of the Immaculate Conception". Everything in connection with

the Sovereign Pontiff. The imposing
work was placed in the court yard of
St. Damacis, and the historical facts
which the statue signified were recounted for His Holiness. The Pope
of the Missions showed himself to be
greatly pleased and interested.

the building of the Grotto and the
beautifying of the grounds is under
the general superintendence of Mr.
M. Dillon. The old quarry back of the
Statue of our Lady of the Fields was
chosen and work was begun immediately.
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Province News
It was but a little over six years ago
that Los Angeles Junior Seminary
opened its doors to receive 59 students
into first, second, and third year high
school. Now, in its seventh year, it
numbers over 160 students, and embraces four years of high school and
two years of college. Both high school
and college departments are affiliated
with the University of California.
Many people teach Biology, but very
few use a text-book which they themselves have composed. One of these
few is Fr. Castor Ordonez, head of the
department of Biology at De Paul Unitext-book,
completed
sity.
The
during the summer, bears the title
"Educational Biology".
1285 alumni and alumnae of St Vincent's Parish School were invited by
letter to be present at St. Vincent's
fall festival on October 27, and October 30. Fr. Stephen Paul Hueber sent
out the letters calling on all the graduates of the school's ninety years of
history to come to the entertainment.
According to the letter, St. Vincent's
is the oldest parish school in the city.
It is a free school, and has an enrollment of 520 children.
Eager for knowledge is Fr. Pat
Schmucker. Every day to Washington University he goes to study higher
Mathematics and Organic Chemistry.
Meanwhile he teaches his own classes
at the "Prep."
At De Paul Academy, Frs. Hogan and
Preston Murphy are both professors
of English. Fr. Wangler instructs in
Mathematics, and holds the office of
Advisor on the staff of the DePaul Prep, school paper. Fr. James
Lewis is Dean of Discipline, having replaced Fr. Frommel, who has been
transferred to the University.
Ill health and the rigors of conditions
of living in a foreign land, caused Fr.
Francis Koeper to abandon his quest
for the Doctorate of Theology after
he had obtained the degree of Licentiate "cum laude." Returned to this
country, undiscouraged, Fr. Koeper is
now studying for a Ph. D. at Catholic
University.
Frs. H. J. O'Connor and E. J. Neels
were deacon and subdeacon, respectively to his Excellency, the Most Rev J.
B. Shell, who pontificated at the High
Mass celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of St. Augustine's Home for the
Aged which is conducted by the Little
Sisters of the Poor. Fr. Corcoran
preached the sermon on the occasion.
One side of the dining room table at
St. Vincent's, Kansas City, is known

as Seminary Row. There the men from
St. John's Seminary sit on occasional
trips to the city.
Fr. Edmund Cannon is the new Assistant Dean of the Uptown Liberal
Arts College at De Paul.
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I once heard an acrobatic performer remark
"Give me enough encouragement and I'll break
my neck". And some necks, I dare say, have been
very nearly broken under the stiumulus of encouragement.
The point I wish to make, however, is not that
necks should be broken, but that encouragement is
a powerful tonic which stimulates us humans to
giving the best that is in us. Many an important
project has been brought to completion because
someone was on hand to encourage. How many a
noble work well-begun has come to naught, because when difficulties seemed almost insupportable, there was no encouragement to swell the optimism of the soul and strengthen the will to surmount all obstacles ?
But why do I speak of important projects and
noble works? Have we not all experienced the effect of encouragement on the ordinary works of
our every-day lives? Have we not noticed how
buoyed up we feel after a nod, a look, a word of
encouragement ?
Encouragement is indeed a stimulant to better
work, and as such it should play a large part in the
doings of the "Little Company". Our confreres
have. a right to our encouragement, and we should
give it in abundance wherever it will produce
good results.

NOTABLE VINCENTIANS
Most Rev. Joseph Sarsfield Glass, C. M. D. D.

Joseph Sarsfield Glass was born March 13, 1874,
at Bushnell, Illinois.
Having completed his
primary education in the Parochial school of Sedalia, Missouri, and the Apostolic College at Cape
Girardeau, he entered the Novitiate of the Congregation.
After eight years of a life truly hidden in God,
he was raised to the dignity of the Holy Priesthood by Bishop George Montgomery of Los Angeles. Following his ordination, he spent two years
in the Eternal City acquiring the Doctorate of
Divinity.
On returning to the United States, Father Glass
was appointed Professor of Dogmatic Theology,
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and Director of Novices at St. Mary's Seminary.
He held these offices for two years and was then
made President of St. Vincent's College, and Pastor of St. Vincent's Church in Los Angeles.
He labored zealously and well in these capacities
from 1901 until 1915, at which time he was appointed to succeed the Most Reverend Lawrence
Scanlon as Bishop of Salt Lake.
The new Bishop found himself faced with the
task of administering a diocese territorially the
largest in the United States and which, on account
of its constantly shifting centers of population,
was truly a mission territory. With holy zeal,
however, Bishop Glass set to work to build up the
house of God, and the vast amount of work he accomplished during his Episcopate testifies to his
success as a laborer for Christ.
He completed the Cathedral of the Madeleine,
built Catholic high schools and academies, promoted projects for the relief of orphans, and gave
himself without stint to all the varied labors of his
Apostolic ministry. By the time of his death on
January 26, 1926, six new parishes had been established in his diocese, the number of priests had
increased from seventeen to twenty-nine, and so
successfully had he endeared himself to all, that
the secular press noticed his death with this encomium, "He was a man of intense convictions,
but was always fair and frank, and so openly did
he meet the people that no one ever questioned his
sincerity."

ECHOES FROM EVERYWHERE
"The little paper has been very interesting,
newsy, well-edited, and indicative of a splendid interest in the welfare and progress of the Little
Company." Fr. H. R. Sheldon, St. Louis Preparatory Seminary.
"The De Andrein 'hits the spot' is the verdict of
your confreres in China. May its life be long."
Fr. Thos. Murphy, Linchwan, Kiangsi.
"I have yet to see the time that I piut the De
Andrein down without reading every article in it.
If you think that the confreres on the 'outside'
hear all the news you are mistaken. It trickles
through a slow process at best; that is,
without a paper such as yours." Fr. F. Fisher, St.
Vincent de Paul's Church, St. Louis, Missouri.
"It seems to me that your 'De Andrein' meets
with the unqualified approval and sincere commendation of all the confreres at Saint Thomas Seminary." Fr. J. O'Sullivan, St. Thomas Seminary,
Denver, Colo.
"Congratulations on the excellent issue gotten
out under the new management. Let me assure
you that the confreres in this house are very much
interested in the doings of the Students and hence
in their paper." Fr. T. J, Wangler, De Paul Academy.
"I enjoyed the paper very much.

The Commun-

ity is my first love and any news about it brings
me great pleasure. You can count on my loyal
support." Fr. R. T. Brown, Los Angeles College.
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS
The missionaries stationed at Linch,wan had a taste of fleeing from the
Reds some time ago. FatherS. Dunker
gives an account of the flightBefore a final decision (about fleeing from the city) was made, Father
Theunissen went in to see what the
Mandarin had to say. At 9:30 he came
back with this report: "The Mandarin
said: 'The bandits are thirteen miles
away; I cannot command the soldiers;
they have not been paid in a long time,
and very probably if the Reds come
they will surrender and join them.
I cannot protect you, and therefore advise you to leave.'" Well, you can bet
your boots things began to fly around
here after we got this report.
Some time during the morning
Father Theunissen came to me and
said: "What will we do with the
Bishop's motorcycle?. Can you drive
it?" I said I never had driven one, but
was willing to try. I took it out in the
yard and soon had it going. I practised on it a' little, then told Father
Theunissen I could make it all right.
So at 12:00 o'clock, Monday, August
22nd, Father Lewis on horseback,
Father Altenberg on a bicycle, and
Father Murphy and I on the motorcycle, we started out. Father Theunissen stayed here the rest of the day,
but went out in the country for the
night. I made some rather crooked
tracks with the motorcycle at first, but
once I got the thing strung out on the
auto road, all the bandits in Kiangsi
could not have caught us. We went to
Li Ka Tu, about 25 miles from here, to
partake of Father Bereswill's hospitality. (He has been stationed there since
June.)
Tuesday evening we heard that
things had quieted down somewhat, so
Father Murphy and I decided to come
in early Wednesday to take a "look
see". What we really feared was that
the soldiers had entered the residence
and church during our absence, and all
our work of the past five months
would have been in vain. When we arrived at the edge of the city I stopped
and stayed with the machine while
Father Murphy walked in to see if it
were safe. He found things quiet
around the residence and I came in.
Father Theunissen then explained how
the situation was saved. The Mandarin
of Linchwan has a' son at the head of
the First Division of the army in
Kiangsi. When the trouble started he
sent word to his son, who promptly
arrived with his troops. The soldiers

were kept out of the residence by being
told that Americans lived there.
The latest news of this year's recruits, Frs. Smith and Dunker, was
from Kobe, Japan.
They had gone
through a storm that left them a bit
dizzy.
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BOOKS

(Continued from Page 1.)

Books recently acquired by the library
include:
American Criticism........ N. Foerster
De Censuris.............
Capello
A mes Seminaristes .......... Mercier
The Key Above the Door........ Walsh
While Rivers Run.............Walsh
The Small Dark Man...........Walsh

truth "before the smile upon the
sphinx was cold"; the other in tradition, and in deed. And both are young
with the youth of power, and force,
and beauty.

Perryville News
(Continued from Page 1.)
7 DEACONS ORDAINED
From Perryville to Kenrick Seminary
on October 15, motored Messrs. McCarthy, Paour, Singleton, Kammer,
Daspit, Richardson and McWilliams.
On the following day they were ordained Deacons by his Excellency,
Archbishop Glennon, who seemed
much invigorated since his trip to
Ireland, and exhibited few signs of
fatigue while he ordained 43 deacons,
3 subdeacons.
OCTOBER VISITORS
Besides those here for the two programs mentioned above, the Seminary,
last month, also joyfully received Frs.
Dillon, Roberts, Monoghan, Stack, W.
Vidal, Kuchler and Phoenix.
SPORTS ORGANIZED
Head of all sport committees on the
Scholasticate is Mr. Gerald Mullen.
In charge of football is Mr. Kane, of
handball, Mr. Meyer, of basketball, Mr.
Yager, of golf, Mr. Vincent Smith.
The duty of these gentlemen is to
take care of equipment, to stimulate interest in the various games, and to organize the players into teams.
ZEALOUS MISSIONARY
Last year Frs. Coupal and Lilly conducted a mission for the poor country
people of Brewer. This year Fr. Coupal, working alone, evangelized both
Crosstown and Highland in successive
missions during the latter part of October.
GOLF TOURNAMENT
A golf tournament got under way
during the last week of October. The
contestants are now displaying much
enthusiasm eliminating each other in
the e~arly rounds.
Confreres desiring to purchase their
stock of Christmas cards this year at
the small sum of 30 cents a box, had
better make haste to take advantage
of this wonderful bargain offered by

the Students. Already great inroads
have been made into the supply which
which will soon be exhausted. Opportunity is slipping through your fingers.
Why not send for a box of these twelve
beautiful cards? Address communications to the Scholastics.

"Sidelights" by Chesterton is a
book of essays wherein the eminent G.
K. C. talks about many things that
can be included within the range of
experience of only the extraordinary
man. From being psycho-analyzed, to
dancing in drawing-rooms till dawn,
to cocktail parties, to crashing gates,
and to many other contrary occupations, these are the Sidelights for New
London. For New York the gamut of
his activity is as widely inclusive.
Father Castor Ordonez of De Paul
University has writen a book entitled,
"Educational Biology." Quoting Dr.
W. M Murphy, the dean of Education
at De Paul, from the Foreword he wrote
for the book:-"This book is written
by an outstanding scientist whose
broad education and whose Christian
training admirably qualify him to
present the truths of Biology in a
scholarly and concise manner. The
content of the book provides the student with a sound basis upon which to
build his educational philosophy and
knowledge. It is a needed contribution to education offered by a doctor
of both science and philosophy who
has devoted his life to the advancement of education, truth, and the wellbeing of humanity."

S. V. R. U. of the C. S. M. C.
The Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of
the Catholic Student's Mission Crusade
held its monthly meeting Tuesday
night, October the fourth. "Prayers
for the continued good health of our
missionaries in China" was adopted as
the intention for this month, after a
consideration of the ravages which the
plagues in that country are causing.
There was some discussion as to
whether the annual Hallowe'en party
would be a Masquerade or an "Hard
Times" party. It was finally put to
the vote of the assembled brethren, and
the ballot showed that the Masquerade
was the dicision of the majority.
After the meeting, a' play, sponsored
by the society, in which some of the
new Students made their debut, was

enacted. It met with the hearty approval of the audience as was evident
from the laughter and applause which
greeted the efforts of the characters.
The Cast included such prominent performers as Messrs. Singleton, Durbin,
Kenneally, Flynn, Clark, Mullen, Matthews, Torribio, Graham and Meteye.
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To speak of the history of the St. Louis Preparatory Seminary, as we think of it today, seems,

Masquerade
"Turn backward, turn backward, 0 Time, in
thy flight, and make me a boy again just for tonight."
Jollity held sway on November 7, when the annual masquerade party of the Students, sponsored
by the Student's mission society, took place.
Into the fittingly-decorated recreation hall of the
old Student's building marched tramps, clowns,
old maids, pirates, soldiers and many a unique
and nondescript character, each and everyone of
them bent upon having an evening chock-full of
fun and pleasure.
To Mr. Miget, a spinsterish nurse-maid, and his
twin charges, Messrs. Shuff and Murphy, who
were dressed alike in the same absurd childish
fashion, went first prize for the most original and
fun-provoking costumes. Mr. Beutler, made up
as a robot from an interesting variety of cardboard boxes, barely managed to win second prize
over Mr. Kenneally, a hardy old salt with a monstrous head.
Many wondered a long time who the scarecrow
(Mr. Zimmerman) was, and laughed most heartily at "old man sleep" (Mr. Kammer), at a massive
"belle of the nineties" (Mr. Mullen), and at numerous other nonsensical and ridiculous characterizations.
A play staged during the evening provided small
scope for the talents of Messrs. Clark, D. Flynn,
Stamm, Mullen, Egan and Roche. In spite of their

on first thought, something like writing the biography of a child. As compared to other institutions of the Little Company, with their venerable
age and the traditions that have grown up with
the years, the Petit Seminaire is but a child.
Children, however, have their prototypes, their
forerunners, in an earlier generation. The first indication of a Preparatory Seminary to be
First found in Father Rothensteiner's rather
Petit voluminous "History of the Archdiocese
of St. Louis", seems to place its initial
establishment in 1842, when Bishop Kenrick wrote
to our own Bishop Rosati that "The Freres du St.
Viateur have arrived". Bishop Rosati had sent five
of them from their motherhouse in France for the
purpose of conducting a Preparatory Seminary for

the Bishop of St. Louis. They were established at
Carondelet, near the Convent of the Sisters of St.
Joseph; but this foundation was not a strong
one; the project failed. Then only a year or so
later, "before the completion of St. Vincent's College at Cape Girardeau, the Preparatory Seminary for the education of youthful aspirants to
the priesthood, as well as the Novitiate of the
Vincentians, was established in the former mansion of the Spanish Governor on the banks of the
Mississippi". Shortly afterwards in 1843, "the
Little Seminary and the Novitiate were transferred to the Barrens". Apparently the "Little Seminary" meant here is the-diocesan rather than or
possibly, as well as the Vincentian Preparatory,
for a few years later, 1849, Archbishop Kenrick

efforts it was not very successful, although it did

merit spasms of applause.
In contrast with the play, the luncheon, served
mentions that it will be necessary in the course
to close the festivities, was all that a masquerade
of this year to transfer to the
luncheon should be. It was interSeminary at Carondelet a considrupted only that homage might
erable number of those who are
E venticde
be paid to the men who had
at present in the Seminary at
worked hard to make the affair a
Perryville and who will have
Above the moun d the hieavy dusk droops
success: to Mr. Thompson, to
low;
completed their preparatory stumdist e
Msr. Durbin, to Mr. Clark, to Mr.
Veiled in shade thing
dies."
Miget, to Mr. Beutler and to all
awaeyoe seve
These institutions were the
the others.
Beyond the sevein hills the last dim glow
forerunners or prototypes of the
of red light flic kers outt to end the day.
When everything was over,
An owl hoots; ar soft br eeze stops to play
older students agreed that this
Little Seminary of today. With
Amid the popla r tops. Across the field
year's masquerade was, in most
the beginning of this
alone
1900 century, in September
I hear a shrill-tonetd piper winging
respects, more successful than
1900, the present PreDarhome.
any they had hitherto attended.
a+ory Seminary was opened by
St. Catherine's Day.
Shade joins shade, nig'ht falls fast, and
the Vincentian Fathers at the
ees
low
Th
The
diary makes first mention
and
Kain
Archbishop
of
request
of honne blink into life.
of a St. Catherine's day program
t
was housed with the Major Semover the easterrn fringe of pines the
in the year 1901. It says that an
inary in what had once been the
moon
all - Latin entertainment was
Lamps the dalrkened land, flares it
Visitation Convent on Cass
given in the College hall in the
white,
Avenue and Nineteenth Street.
ye to t he Cyclops Night,
evening.
A.great,
round
e
In 1915, when the Kenrick
Far down the lane t]he tinkling bead
This year's program, thirtySeminary was moved to its new
bell
(Continued on Page 3.)

Sends its call; all is peace, all is well.

(Continued on Page 4.)
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World News.
SHANHAI, CHINA. Father Legris,
C. M. writes of the extraordinary results obtained through the intercession
of our blessed confrere, John Gabriel
Perboyre. "Thanks to his help many
unfortunates have been saved and have
been brought back to the fold. Pagans
are well disposed, seeing how much the
Church has aided the Christians, and
they in turn wish to embrace our
holy religion. If St. Paul came to
evangelize Kiang-pe, I do not think that
he would be a journalist, for nobody
here reads the newspapers, I think
rather he would take up collections as
he did for the Christians of Jerusalem.
Here, charity will be for a long time to
come the only method of evangelization. In the meantime let us hope that
we will not have a new inundation this
year."
CUTTACK, INDIA. This land of
dreams, of sumptuous pagodas, of
sacred lakes, of fantastic philosohpies,
still remains the country of the most
absurd superstitions. In the Occident,
especially among the ignorant classes,
there are many persons who give themselves, under the pretext of religion, to
purely superstitious practices, but in
the Indies this is general; they attribute to the diverse divinities the natural effects and phenomena of which they
do not know the cause. One of the missioners of Cuttack, the Rev. P. Guemes,
C. M., is studying the local superstitions
and has made many curious observations. One of the most dreadful of diseases, epilepsy, they regard as from the
devil, and persons afflicted with it they
regard as possessed by the evil spirit. In
the course of their travels the missioners frequently meet with epileptics who
have been abandoned by even their own
families. The penetration of the Gospel alone will bring light into such
darkness of ignorance and death. It is
in the Divine book and not in the Vedas, that the Indians will find true
wisdom.
The inhabitants of the territory of
Cuttack are almost all pagans. Their
evangelization was confided to the
Spanish Lazarists in 1921. Our confreres have had to struggle against an
climate,
exceptionally
unhealthy
against the foolish and stubborn beliefs
of the lower classes and against the
pantheistic pride of the upper classes,
in. order that they may make known
the truth of Christ.
ROME, ITALY. In the course of the
last ten years, 2000 new missionaries
have crossed the oceans and mountains
to increase the army of the Apostles.
In 1922 the number of laborers was
2,670 and today the number is over
4000 and increasing steadily. The mission districts dependent on the Sacred

Congregation of the Propagation have
increased from 352 to 475; of these 123
new missions 16 are served by foreign
priests exclusively. The Catholic population of the mission countries was
9,000,000 in 1922, today there are over
15,000,000.
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"May 12, 1901. The students gave an
entertainment this evening on the occasion of Father Layton's appointment
to the superiorship of St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau."
"Dec. 28, 1908. Feast of the Holy
Innocents. Students led by their band
serenade the Novices outside their
recreation hall."
"Dec. 23, 1915. Fr. Walter Quinn arrives from Kenrick for the purpose of
lending his voice to the choir for the
especially the
Christmas singing,
Venite."
"May 20, 1917. A social at Crosstown.
Bro. Walter brought home a cake to the
students. Mr. Dillon killed an owl at
noon recreation with a rock, first
shot!"
"Nov. 10, 1917. Fathers Jos. Finney
and Nuss with S. V. C. football team
and some rooters from school took the
C. G. N. special to Farmington. S. V.
C's defeated (for a wonder) Farmington 12 to 9. 1st game "our boys" won
this season. Mr. O'Dea and Mr. Foley
made a plentiful supply of candied
popcorn."
"Nov. 6, 1919. The pool tournament
that has been going on finished this
Messrs. Gaffney and Frommell
day.
were the winning team with Messrs.
Cahill and Platisha 2nd!"
"Feb. 11, 1924. Mr. Joe McIntyre's
birthday today. Came to man's estate,
twenty-one."
"Sept. 7, 1926. Fr. Lilly accompanied
by Messrs. Fallon and C. J. O'Malley
went to Highland to tickle the ears of
the parishoners' with some tuneful
melodies. The occasion was a wedding."
"Oct. 24, 1926. Fr. Coyne delivered a
spirited philippic on 'encouraging attendance at football' ". This took place
in the hall at 8:00 P. M.
"May 18, 1927. Some of the brethren
decided to chip in for ice cream and
cake. On asking Fr. Prindevile's permission, he said the house would pay.
A gold star for Mr. Prin."
"March 10, 1929. Fr. McCabe, who
arrived yesterday, visited us in the A.
M. He preached a sermon in the
A
church at the evening services.
number of students attended and were
all praise for the renowned orator."
Certainly the old master has not lost
his art as he has recently proved to us.
"Sept. 9, 1930. The noon train
brings Fr. Coupal, Jim Cahill and Marion Ferguson, erstwhile camp chef. He
taken charge of the banquet in honor

of Fr. Coyne. Banquet and accompanying entertainment a huge success. New
Orleans Quartette waits on priests.
John Murray Hogan makes a speech
presenting Pr. Coyne with the fifty
dollar cloak gift of the Students and
Novices to their departing superior."

Province News.
The office of President of De Paul
University bears with it much responsibility, many and varied duties. On the
15th of November, Fr. Corcoran was
called upon to deliver a lecture to the
radio audience of station K-Y-W. His
speech was entitled "In Defense of
Liberal Education" and was part of a
program sponsored by the Men's
Teacher's Union.
At De Paul Academy Fr. Preston
Murphy has been appointed Faculty
Adviser to the Student's Activity Council. Fr. Hbgan is Director of the Academy Dramatic Club.
The Solemn Requiem funeral Mass
of Fr. Jos. Hennelly was sung by Fr.
S. P. Hueber. Deacon was Fr. D. Lane.
Subdeacon Fr. S. O'Donovan. Master of
Ceremonies Fr. Sweeney. The sermon
was preached by Fr. McCabe.
Fr. Hennelly was born in Ireland in
1851, entered the congregation in 1874,
and was ordained in 1881.
Children are always saying amusing things. Witness what happened not
long since. At St. Stephen's Grammar
School in New Orleans, a Sister asked
one of the tots, "Who is the visible head
of the Church?" The response came,
"Fr. Dillon is the visible head of the
Church."
Fr. Coupal asked a group of youngsters, "What three things are necessary
for a mortal sin?" They thought for a
time and soon Fr. Coupal saw one little
girl's face light up with inspiration.
"What's your answer," inquired our
worthy confrere. The lass responded,
"The three things necessary for a mortal sin are Father, Son and Holy
Ghost."

Christmas Forecast
The Students do not believe in Santa
Claus. Ask Mr. Mullen, ask Mr. Roche.
But they do believe in a happy Christmas season. If they don't then why
the hustle, why the bustle that already
gives indication of what is in store for
the coming Christmas holidays? Don't
think it premature. It isn't. Christmas
is coming and coming fast. That is
why you hear energetic young play
directors going about flattering, cajoling, and pleading with prospective
young actors to be in "my" play and
not in "his" play. "I have a swell part
I want you to take," or "I've been
thinking things over for a long time
now, and you're the only man in the
house that can take the part."
And so it goes, everyone beginning to
feel the first faint thrills of the approaching Christmas season, everyone
beginning to enjoy the prospect of what
is in store for them. The cat is out of

the bag and here is what is going to
happen. There will be plays, three of
them, each of them three act plays.
There will be banquets, there will be
movies (hits of the year), there will be
the minstrel, there will be the New
Year's program, there will be amateuah, but that is a secret.
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ished future missionaries. And then suddenly,
(I know not why), it ceased to be.
But the breath of life still clung to the warm
corpse, the Mission spirit still smouldered in the
warm ashes. It needed but little effort to fan those
ashes into a burning flame. There were men on
hand to put forth the effort, true sons of St. Vincent, Messrs. Stakelum, F. Murphy, T.
ReMurphy, Hogan. On October 3, 1928, the
society was reborn. Like gold tried in
birth

the fire, it shone forth anew with bright-

er lustre than ever. It continues today under the
able guidance of Messrs. Thompson, Clark and
Durbin. It carries on as of old, contributing its
spiritual treasures towards the spread of the
kingdom of Christ on earth.

CONTRIBUTORS
Rev. Mr. E. J. Kammer, C. M.
D. E. Kane, C. M.
W. J. Kenneally, C. M.
J. J. Battle, C. M.
J. A. Gaughan, C. M.

The "Petit"
(Continued from Page 1.)

When we were on the Novitiate, a Secular priest
addressing us, enumerated the advantages of belonging to a community. He told us that as community men we would always be sure of a roof
over our head, we would always know where our
next meal was coming from, we would always
have clothes to wear. He enumerated all the advantages but, as we remember, he overlooked one

of which we are reminded by the death of our confrere, Fr. Hennelly. He failed to mention the
fact that at death our souls are speeded on
their way by innumerable masses, rosaries, and
prayers.
STUDENT'S MISSION SOCIETY
As I was walking along the main corridor of the
Student's building some time ago, my attention
was arrested by the sound of voices coming from
the recreation hall. They were not the voices of
men at recreation, they were the voices of men
engaged in some sort of oratory. "And in conclusion let me say that I think the intention for
the coming month ought to be 'the welfare of our
missionaries in China'." I had come upon a meeting of the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of the
Catholic Student's Mission Crusade.

It was back in February, 1922, that this Unit of
the Mission Crusade came into being.
Under the direction of Messrs. Kernaghan, Cahill and Darby, the by-laws
were drafted and the ends of the organization clearly defined. The society proposed
to aid both foreign and domestic missioners, to the
best of its ability, by the spiritual and temporal
reserves which it commanded.
For many years it pursued its course, giving
generously of its spiritual treasures, contributing
at times its "widows mite" of currency. It held
its monthly meetings, discussed Mission questions, chose intentions for which to pray, nourFoundation

location and beautiful new home in Glennon Park,
the Preparatory department found a home at 4224
Washington boulevard. Here the Episcopalian Sisters of the Good Shepherd had conducted an academy for girls in what had formerly been the
mansion of a certain Dr. Johnson; and

here the Preparatory Seminary took up its new

abode. A few years later, the Catholic daughter
of this Dr. Johnson dropped in for a call at the old
home, and was delighted to find that the old ballroom of her youthful days was now the Chapel in
which dwelt her Eucharistic Lord.
.Twelve years passed. Then, on September 29,
1927, the never-to-be-forgotten tornado tore its
way through the building, laying the front
Tor- wall flat on the lawn and carrying across
nado the street, almost intact, practically the
entire slate roof. The result the Preparatory Seminary moved back into its old neighborhood, to the former Kenrick Boys' High School,
at 2615 Stoddard street. There, the institution
struggled along as best it could until September,
1931, when faculty and students moved into the
present new building in Glennon Park, just east of
Webster Groves and not far from Kenrick Seminary.
The old high school course has been extended,
in one direction, until now a full college course,
including that in Philosophy, is taught. At the
other end of the line, however, the old course has
been retrenched. The first two years of high
school are taken care of by a faculty of diocesan
clergy at the Latin School on Washington Boulevard, in the building occupied by the Preparatory
Seminary before the memorable Feast of St.
Michael, 1927.
Today, at last, the Preparatory Seminary is
built on a scale worthy of the Archdiocese it

serves. It is new; it is young in years;
and, though it has little of precedent
and nothing of tradition to guide it, to
"the Petit" is given the joy and privilege of establishing its precedents and building
up its traditions-traditions that we hope will be
truly venerable when the years are upon its head.
Bright
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS.
The two new recruits in the foreign
mission field, Fathers W. Dunker and
Smith, are now at the central house in
Linchwan, Kiangsi. Here are the highlights of their trip across the Pacific (as
reported by Father Smith, writing from
a river boat on the Yangtze.)-About twenty Daughters of Charity
saw them off from San Francisco
aboard the "President Polk" . . . Only

, few "goofs" among the first class
passengers. Among the latter was a,
sweet young thing who wanted to know
why they did not dance and if Father
Smith's father were a priest . . . Mass
was celebrated every day . . . A day

Was spent at Honolulu, which lived up
to its reputation as the garden spot of
the world . ..

A week out of Hono-

lulu some of the passengers began to
pine for excitement, and they got it in
the form of a typhoon. The ship could
not go around it, so had to go through
it thus giving the passengers some
rough riding. At dinner one evening
Father Smith was knocked out of his
chair when an unusually large wave
hit the vessel, and landed right in front
of a steward with a tray of dishes.
Result: broken dishes and stained
clothes

. . . A female Christian Scien-

tist was led to see the error of her ways
by this typhoon. She had been arguing
mind over matter until stricken with
seasickness. Father Smith then asked
her: "Are you sick, or do you just
imagine you are sick?" She replied:
"I know I am sick." . . . A day was

spent in Kobe, Japan, where they tried
the cuisine of a Japanese restaurant.
They tried everything but half-cooked
chicken dipped in raw egg . . .

The

voyage from Kobe to Shanghai was
uneventful . . . At Shanghai they were

met by Fathers S. Dunker and Abeloos,
a Belgian confrere who now belongs to
ou2 province . . They spent some
days sightseeing, particularly around
Chapei and the other sections destroyed by the Sino-Japanese war last
spring. Then they bought supplies for
themselves and for the men in the interior. They got everything "from bikes
to chopsticks". Each of them got a
new name too. Father Smith's is
Si-mi-ty, the same name which Al
Smith had when he was in Chinese
headlines four years ago. The address
of the new missionaries is that of the
central house of the Vicariate: CathoLinchwan,
Residence,
lic
Mission
Kiangsi, China.
The other missionaries are now hard
at work in the various mission stations
of the Vicariate. Some of them are
working at places which have not seen
a missionary since the big troubles of
1926 when the Reds swung into action.

During the summer, Fr. Lloyd visited
the places of execution and burial of
our two Chinese martyrs. The Bishop
of Wuchang has bought the place of
execution and hopes to build a church
there in time.
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BOOKS

(Continued from Page 1.)
one years later, although presented in
English, had lost none of the superior
quality which has characterized these
programs since their institution. Mr.
Stamm, in his introductory address,
Messrs. Brosnan and Cortelyou, with
their philosophical papers, (and Mr.
Cannon, supplying the traditional
humor of the program, all acquitted
themselves admirably.
The playing of the orchestra, the
singing of Mr. Stamm, and a piano
solo by Mr. Roden were agreeably intermingled with the heavier parts of the
entertainment.
Fr. Schmucker's concluding remarks
crowned a successful program.
FOOTBALL GAME
on the third Friday of November,
some twenty-five boys of the Apostolic
,chool journeyed by bus from Cape to
Perryville, where they played a football
game with St. Vincent's High School
team.
Students and Novices were kindly
permitted by the acting-Superior to
attend the game which was played on
St. Vincent's football field. They saw
two teams trying hard and getting nowhere, in a slough of sticky Missouri
mud caused by slowly-melting snow,
which had fallen a few days earlier.
They were disappointed when the Perryville boys tackled a Cape 'back behind his own goal line for 2 points,
and later in the game scored 6 more by
recovering a blocked Cape punt which
had rolled into Cape's end zone. The
fact that Perryville missed the extra
point after touchdown cheered them
not at all.
When the game was over, the Students entertained the Boys until the
time of their departure at 8:00 P. M.
MISSION ORATORY
When Fr. McCabe was addressing
the Students on the 17th and 18th of
November, his hearers Were at times so
absorbed in his talk that not even the
sound of their breathing could be detected. This silent tribute was paid
while Pr. McCabe was giving a stirring
oration about the Missions, the renewal
of the Mission work in the near future,

Books recently acquired by the library
include:
Our Wonderland of Bureaucracy..Beck
Benediction from Solitude.. .Kenberger
Chaucer ................... Chesterton
Mystica Theologia.......... Vallgornera
A Literary Guide to the Bible.... Wild
Napoleon ....................... Belloc
Saint Vincent De Paul, Guide for
Priests ................. ... Leonard
Saint Francis Xavier..............Yeo

and the necessity and method of fitting
oneself now for the work which one
may later be called upon to do.
Fr. McCabe hopes to return from
time to time to speak to the Students
about this vital topic.
NOVEMBER VISITORS
The Seminary was very happy, on
November 16, to welcome Fr. Coyne,
former Superior. Next morning he
preached a touching sermon at the
funeral mass of a prominent Perryvillian.
Always welcome at the Seminary are:
Frs. Barr, Martin, Winne, Sweeney, G.

O'Malley, McCabe, J. Monoghan,
Phoenix, Kuchler, W. Vidal, P. O'Malley, Mr. C. Corcoran and Bro. Walter,
who were visitors during November,
and all other confreres who may drop
in at any time.

In Search of Ireland.... H. V. Morton
A cultured and much-traveled English
newspaperman has written as true and
sympathetic an interpretation of the
New Ireland as can be found. In a
delightfully haphazard motor-car tour
through the greater part of Ireland he
encounters an Ireland seldom known
by Englishmen. His "literal report" of
his wanderings shows us that he visited
four provinces, mixed and conversed
with persons of every class; and that
'e is finely unbiased and sincere. Add
to this his rich enthusiasm, varied interests, and facile expression, and you
have an interesting man back of an
unusually entertaining book.
Starting from Dublin, Mr. Morton
takes us with him down through Waterford to Cork, over to Tralee, up to
Galway, then on to Donegal, around to
Belfast, and back to the heathery slope
of Howth. The magic of harmony of
land, sky and water, peculiar to Ireland,
he describes vividly. But he goes
further. He notes how the supernatural
pervades the general atmosphere of
Ireland.
He rejoices that Ireland is
one of the few countries in the world
that has not been dehumanized by industrialism. He analyzes keenly subtle
characteristics of the race which will
bring a chuckle to any who have ever
known the Irish.
Perhaps the book's chief claim to distinction lies in this, that a modern
non-Catholic Englishman proves there
is an Ireland the foreigner rarely
knows. May we hope that these impressions mark the awakening of a
new British understanding of the ancient Isle which has so long been an
enigma to them.
What do you do with books when you
have finished reading them? Are you
sometimes perplexed by the problem of
'disposing of superfluous books? Here
is a way to settle the difficulty. Why
not send your superfluous books here to
the Library? By so doing you perform
r. good deed, you help yourself, and you
benefit others.
"For clearness, read Macauley.

For

action, read Homer and Scott. For
conciseness of conception, read Milton.
For vivacity, read Stevenson and Kipling. For imagination, read Shakespeare and Job. For common sense,
read Benjamin Franklin."
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(Taken from a letter of the Rev. T, A. Shaw in the Annals

Holidays.
The best way to prove that this Christmas week
has been most enjoyable and successful in the
estimation of everyone at the Barrens is to review
the program and the spirit of good-will which

of 1900.)

"A four-wheeled, light, easy conveyance called
a buggy, receives you, and for a mile of road next
in smoothness to a boulevard, lined on either side
with tasteful cottages, you are driven, until your
own observation assures you that the imposing
buttresses on each side of a double gate show an
entrance to no ordinary demesne. You enter the
grounds passing through an avenue of
First
stately pines, a part of the little grove
View
which shuts off the noble pile for about
three hundred feet, and suddenly the
vehicle stands. Out you step and the sight now
before you compensates anxiety and fatigue. You
have no time to survey the five hundred feet
length and sixty feet height of the Renaissance of
this Central-House of the Western Province; for
the Visitor (if home), Father Barnwell the Superior, and the Missionaries, who smile their
greetings as they give you the kiss of peace, one
and all bid you a hundred thousand welcomes.
I was actually at home, the home of my youth,
'where beauty, power, glory, all are aisled'. I
strolled over the premises catching views of the
solid mass of masonry architecturally shaped
which only a few months back unhewn had lain

constituted it.

"The Seven Keys to Baldpate", under the direction of the Rev. Mr. Daspit, opened the festivities.
It marked the initial appearance of several first
year Students and while they were displaying
praiseworthy talents, the audience was enjoying
an evening of laughs and thrills from the involved
plot of this popular farce.
Monday we had the first of several exceptionally
good movies. Tuesday evening the Bunco party
started slowly but gathered plenty of pep as the
games progressed, and long before lunch arrived
and the prizes were distributed the old hall was
as full of life and merriment as ever in days past.
On Wednesday afternoon the minstrel, composed and staged under the competent direction
of Messrs. Kenneally and Mullen, presented a couple of hours of amusement. The orchestra from
its hidden place in the elaborate and striking
scenery, the soloists and quartettes and the oldtime half circle of colored gentlemen delighted us
with good music, excellent songs, well-told jokes.
in its native quarry.
The banquet this year was a special success.
The old college which the fire had consumed in
Never did the Novices and Students sit down tothe autumn of 1865 is replaced by the magnificent
gether in higher spirits or to a heartier repast.
apostolic school, the most easterly of the buildConversation was a real pleasure and it enlivened
ings. The cherry trees and court give place to the
the old refectory, while the orchestra covered itbeautiful chapel and student's rooms, the Comself with glory throughout the entire time. A war
munity and boys' refectories. The Missionaries'
picture followed by a good comedy put the finishhouse, after a lapse of fifty years, looks almost as
ing touches to a most cordial and happy evening
bright as when it rose.
of comradeship with the Novices.
The parish church, the faithful copy of that of
Friday evening Mr. Rebenack raised the already
'Monte Citorio' on the
high standard of entertainment
with the play "A Hundred
Parish via della missione' in
Church Rome, thoroughly reNew Kear Tihoughts
Grand", a light comedy with a
novated and embellishclever plot developed to the saed inwardly and outwardly, still
tisfaction of all by a cast of
speaks, as it always has spoken
actors who interpreted
urtainfavorite
down the c sight,
God rings
the characters into real life.
to every admirer of art and
A d veils it f r om my
sighad ,
Many a student will remember
chiefly to the old students of the
A year of theughts,
Barrens, volumes of the 'arcana
the lines of this play for a long
deeds
divina' of the founder, De Anto come. And when we talk
time
IHas
vanshed in a n ight.
Has vanished
about remembering things, we
dreis, whose blessed ashes repose
within its precincts, of Rosati
I dream high dreams of valor,
are naturally led to dwell on
and Tornatori, of Timon and
Amateur Night which started
Of glory and r'enown,
Denecker, of Odin and Ryan and
Of lordly thing7s, and llowly things,
with a movie and ended with a
a host of other sons of St. Vinof a cross bef ore a crrown.
big smile on everybody's face.
cent not less famed.
New Year's afternoon closed
In the rear of the imposing
Now God swinm
gs back the portals
the week's entertainment. It
structure still stands the great
And bids me enter in;
was certainly a case of the best
oaken log house put together by
Another act o0z the st iage of life
being kept for the last. Mr.
(Continued on Page 3)

A-wondering I begin

(Continued on Page 4)
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World News.
JERUSALEM, PALESTINE. The De
Andrein congratulates Fr. Lilly upon
his success and well merited reception of the high honor of Licentiate of
Sacred Scripture. This degree was
conferred upon him in Rome by the
Biblical Commission after a severe and
lengthy examination. Fr. Lilly has
written an interesting account of the
event. The impression received from
the reading of the letter strengthens
the conviction that this examination
is very formidable. In early November Fr. Lilly for the first time faced
the examining board. He received
three topics to be discussed exegetically and philologically. This test
lasted six hours and was followed by
the writing of two papers, one on
General Introduction and the other on
History. Altogether the written test
required eleven hours. On the 14th
of the month Fr. Lilly heard that he
had passed this examination cum laude
and that now he was to present himself for the oral questioning. On the
appointed day the Commission quizzed
Fr. Lilly on various points of Biblical
knowledge-history, general and special
introduction-also language, Hebrew
and Greek. November 18th the Biblical Commission in the words of the
Secretary "unanimously decided to give
the degree". Congratulations again.
Fr. Lilly is now in Palestine where
he is pursuing his studies in preparation for the Doctorate in Sacred Scripture. As yet the only word from him
is to the effect that the Professors at
the Dominican Biblical Institute are
"charming" and that he has never enjoyed any work so thoroughly as that
which is now occupying his attention.
ROME, ITALY. Along with our
other confreres who are studying in the
Eternal City, we are glad to hear from
Father Teng. He seeris to think it
rather extraordinary that we should
remember his visit with us the summer
before last. But the truth is that we
should indeed be very queer, to say
the least, if we would forget our interesting and genuine confrere from
Kiangsi. Father Teng is busy with his
classes in Canon Law. He remarked in
his letter that while in Paris he often
saw Father Souvay and that the duties
of the Maison-Mere have not cured
the homesickness of Doctor Souvay for
his beloved United States.
SHANGHAI, CHINA. There are five
members of the Synodal Commission of
China which was established by the
action of the First Plenary Council of
the Catholic Church which met in this
city in 1924. Each of these members
represents a different nationality, a
Frenchman, a Belgian, a German, an
American recently appointed, and a
Chinaman. The Chinaman is Father
Philip Ou, C. M.
TURIN, ITALY. On the 28th of October 1932 in our mission house at

Turin there expired at the age of 78
His Eminence Nicola Ciceri, titular
Bishop of Dausaro, for 24 years Vicar
Apostolic of Kiangsi, China. To him
had been confided this field watered
by the blood of Bl. Clet and Bl. Perboyre.
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"Dec. 21, 1895. Three boys, Justin
Nuelle, Dan McHugh and Steve O'Callaghan began retreat for reception.
Well may we say: 'Nascetur nobis pavulus,' for Mr. Nuelle is but a small
boy."
"Jan. 1, 1908. A terrible racket ....
ringing of bells ...

.gun reports ....

clattering noises about twelve o'clock.
The Visitor and director were shocked.
In the morning the Visitor issued crders that the like should never happen again."
In 1909 we find a "Shakespearean
Entertainment under the supervision
of the Very Reverend F. X. McCabe.
C. M. Part two was the quarrel scene
with C. J. McCarthy as Brutus and T.
D. Coyne as Cassius, And in part seven
we have the Murder scene with F. McAuliffe as Caesar, E. Neels, a soothsayer,
L. Sweeney as Brutus, W. Brennan as
Cassius, T. Nuss as Anthony, H. Burke
as Casca, E. Fuller as Cinna, H. Moore
as Trebonius, Fred Coupal as Popilius,
and W. Quinn as the servant."
"Dec. 31, 1914. Amateur Night.
Priests, of course, not invited except
Fr. Ordornez and Fr. Nuss. Fr. Byrne
insisted on coming anyway at about
seven thirty. A program was arranged
on the spur of the moment and rendered to deceive Fr. Byrne. He was satisfied. and returned home. When Fr.
Ordornez had given him the slip, he
returned and the real program began."
"Dec. 31, 1915. Claude Thorpe entertained with his personally captured
and tamed elephant, Jumbo Sampson."
"Dec. 20, 1916. In the thoughtful
mind of Mr. McNeil was conceived the
idea of reporting Christmas week activities to our absent confreres in
the St. Mary's Bugle. Messrs. Lilly,
Foley, O'Dea, Kirschenheuter, Bayard, O'Neil and Furlong volunteered.
Copies may be found in the archives."
Sorry, they can't.
"Dec. 27, 1921. The evening show
a big success. Harry had a lot of good
jokes and a lot of scenery. The dialogue of the mysterious suitcase was a
scream."

--
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Province News.
Fewer confreres spent the Christmas
season at the Barrens this year than
at any time during the last five years.
No doubt the depression and the wave
of influenza, which seems to have
prostrated not a few, were big factors
in bringing this about.
Contrary to custom Fr. Leo Foley did
not drop in on us this Christmastide.
He did visit Cape, however, just before
the holidays, and then departed for
Denver to spend Christmas with his
sister who is ill.
Fr. Wangler, using the back of a
magazine as a support for his letterwriting paper, sent in best wishes for a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year to the De Andrein. He did this
while recovering from a seige of illness
at St. Joseph's Hospital where Fr. Vohs
was also detained at the same time.
Fr. Abbott will find himself in unfamiliar quarters when school begins
again after the holidays. He has been
changed to St. John's Seminary, Kansas City. Fr. Norman has also been
shifted. He has gone to the Preparatory Seminary at Los Angeles.
Shortly before Christmas, Fr. Casey
was called upon to assist in the teaching of classes at the Los Angeles
"Prep" after sickness had temporarily
reduced the number of the faculty.
Fr. Lane has succeeded Fr. M. Le
Sage as Chaplain at De Paul Hospital
and Fr. Le Sage has gone to the
Church at Kansas City.
Every morning, noon and evening
you may find Fr. Fred Fisher ministering to the needs of the Catholics at
the City Hospital in St. Louis. During
the past few weeks the increasing
amount of sickness has kept him going at full speed.
It has been decided that when school
begins again at the "Prep" in St. Louis,
the Philosophy students must be garbed
in cassock and collar and must wear
biretta.
During the holidays, Fr. Edwards
journeyed from Chicago to attend an
educational convention at Louisville,
Kentucky.

"Dec. 28, 1921. After supper Fr. Hueber showed slides, most of which we
had seen before. George O'MalZey suddenly took sick at the beginning of the
performance and had to go to bed."

Fr. Koeper, at Catholic University
where he pursues his studies, wrote in
that he would be delighted to spend
the holidays at the Barrens, but would
have to make the best of it where lie
was.

"Dec. 29, 1921. The two dialogues
were successful. Mr. Convery and Mr.
Sheldon had some good jokes. Alty
and Cannon were the original Jews.
Alty forgot most of his jokes but there
was much laughing at their costumes."

On the feast of Ste. Genevieve, Fr.
Coupal preached the sermon at the
solemn high mass sung to celebrate that
feast day at Ste. Genevieve, Mo. Soon
he will journey to St. Louis to give a

"Dec. 31, 1921. Amateur Night. I
can tell beforehand that there will be
a good performance and a good time.
The star actors are lined up, Cannon,
Frommell, Cahill, Edwards, and Sherlock."

A library service has been instituted
whereby the Seminary here at the
Barrens lends to the Apostolic School
at Cape books which the College library
lacks.

retreat,
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New Year's greetings! May 19 3 3-a centenary
year of the Passion according to the popular chronology-be bounteous in benedictions from the
Crucified. Who can explain the appeal of a centenary to the human imagination? Whoever can,
can explain conjointly why this year gives empha-

tic triumph to the pronouncement made by the
Crucified's great missionary to the Gentiles: "I
judged not myself to know anything among you
but Jesus Christ and Him Crucified." The Sun of
Justice has fallen from the midday of the year 33
to the afternoon of 1933; but in falling toward
the horizon has lengthened the shadow of the
Cross to cover billions more under its saving
shade. The energy of Calvary has endured undissipated thru nineteen turnings of the century.
May its strength be keenly felt this year by all
Christ's collaborators in the work of Redemption.

NOTABLE VINCENTIANS
Very Rev. Aloysius Joseph Meyer, C. M.

Very Rev. Aloysius Joseph Meyer was born in
Baden, Germany, December 19, 1839. He received
his elementary education in France. When he was
sixteen, his mother fearing lest he be influenced
by the adverse religious principles then prevalent
in European institutions of learning, begged him
to pursue his studies elsewhere. Following this
advice, he sailed for America. He arrived in the
United States in 1856, and having determined to
become a priest, entered the seminary of the Congregation of the Mission at Perryville, Missouri.
He was elevated to the priesthood by Archbishop
Kenrick, in St.Vincent's Church. St.Louis, in 1863.
A scholar and a leader, he held many eminent
offices. In the September following his ordination, he was appointed to a professorship at Perryville, and at once began to evince si'ns of that
ability, zeal, and efficiency which characterized
his after life. The year 1866 finds him director of
the Seminarians at Cape Girardeau. From 1868-

1870, he exercised the duties of assistant pastor at
'St. Vincent's Church, St. Louis, and was afterwards sent to the Immaculate Conception Church,
Baltimore. For four years, beginning 1877, he
filled the chair of president of St. John's College,
Brooklyn, and pastor of the church attached there-

to. The following three years were spent giving
missions in the East.
In 1884, obedience called him to the presidency
of St. Vincent's College, Los Angeles. Under his
leadership there opened an unprecedented era of
prosperity, the while his sterling qualities of head
and heart compelled the esteem and affection of
the citizens of Los Angeles.
The new parish of St. Vincent's was formed by
Bishop Mora in 1886, with Father Meyer as rector. In June the erection of the new college buildings and of St. Vincent's Church was begun simultaneously and rapidly pushed to completion.
In 1893, the Lazarist Fathers undertook the
direction of the newly-organized Kenrick Seminary in St. Louis, and Fatfier Meyer .... .to the
keen regret of his parishioners as well as his hosts
of friends in Los Angeles .. .. was called to asSume charge as president, ....
a position for
which he was eminently fitted not only on account
of his administrative abilities, but also because of
his scholarly attainments and deep unaffected
piety. Two years later, the reiterated entreaties
oi former students and parishioners resulted in
his return to Los Angeles. His labors ceased only
with his death in Los Angeles on February 12,
1898, while president of St. Vincent's College.

The Barrens-1899
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the Timons and Odins, a little modernized but substantially the same as it was when for generations

it harbored scores of spiritual husbandmen-a
few still in our midst-who went forth from its
walls to sow and reap and returned to its enclosure
contented and happy.
The sacred village where side by side reHic
pose many of the saintly and cherished
Jacet
Fathers and Brothers, nestling in the
midst of a grove lovingly cared for and
visited by their brothers still in the flesh, gradually, as is expected, widens its limits.
Nor did I fail in my saunterings to be charmed
as, passing into the Seminarists' garden, I noticed
how regularly St. Vincent and Blessed John Gabriel sentinel the little log cabin in which the
great Superior and illustrious Bishop Rosati lived
and which he made his sacristy; which - all
honor to the authorities presiding-after more
than seventy years is in a state of excellent preservation. Neither am I allowed to omit the taste
and tact observable in the laying out of the
grounds, the well-kept walks, the neatThru the ly clipped lawns, the flower beds,
Grounds curved and angular, filled with tropical
plants, the beautiful quarter of a
mile avenue which opens in the rear of the buildings and runs its way through the old orchard
where it ends, forming a circle around which
arise lofty pines and in the center of which a
mound is raised on which the great Mother of God
under the figure of the Immaculate Conception
stands as our Protectress-the Regina Cleri.
Here is the outdoor spot with its wealth of shade,
rustic benches, and shelter of the Blessed Mother,
that is eagerly sought after above all the other
spots of the really charming surroundings."
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS
The two new missionaries Fathers W.
Dunker and Smith, are now safely established in the interior where they
are trying to make sense out of the
Chinese language. Their inland trip
was made by boat, train, and bus. In
charge were Father S. Dunker and
Father Misner's "boy", an ex-soldier
described as a combination of Mussolini, Shylock, and St. James; all this
for the grand sum of $2.50 per month.
They needed a man of that description to do all the arguing wtih Chinese
officials and merchants and to take
care of their baggage.
Making part of the journey with
them were six Protestant missionaries
on their way to Anking to study
Chinese. On the dock at Nanking one
of them was being the life of the
party by amusing the Chinese children
with imitations of dogs, cats, cows, etc.
His little skit was brought to an abrupt
close by an urchin who innocently requested: "Make a noise like a fish, mister."
Then there was the Chinese dandy
who, after downing a hearty meal with
many a grunt and gurgle, flourishingly
used his silver combination tooth-pick
and ear-spoon to impress the "foreign
devils".
Chinese busses are not the luxurious
coaches which rumble over our highways. They are merely trucks with
some wooden benches stuck on in the
back. Father Dunker describes the
ride: "Let me add that you have missed something till you have ridden with
He keeps his
a Chinaman driving.
right hand on the horn and the left
foot on the gas, and away he goes."
Journey's end was Fuchow; but they
stayed there only two weeks, moving
on to Poyang, a more convenient location. Bishop Sheehan had decided to
station Fathers Misner and Altenberg
and the two new arrivals at Yukiang;
but the house there is still occupied
by soldiers and all of the Bishop's
efforts to remove them have been to
no avail.
Father Dunker describes how the
language is learned: "Our teacher does
not understand a bit of English. UnAt
We have to!
derstand him?
times it is a rather painful process,
but he just about stands on his head
to make us get something. I really
don't suppose it is as bad as it sometimes seems, for the ones who came
over last year certainly do pretty well.

Sometimes I think there is a bit of
sense to it all, and just about then I
will run across the sentence, 'Please
say it, Sir'; which literally translated
from Chinese into English would run
something like this: 'Invite before
born say, or say, say.' "

~
_
~
Perryville News
(Continued from page 1)
Kenneally read a clever Log of the
year's outstanding events. Then the
Curtain rose on Mr. Richardson's master production. The new scenery simply proved an indication of the careful
labor expended for this most successful play. "Duped", a three act mystery, had everyone in the hall guessing
who the villain might be. When the
final applause died away, Father
Quinn started it all over again a hundred fold stronger with his extension
of the holidays. To him in the first
place, and then to Fr. O'Malley and to
Fr. Huber we owe a debt of gratitude
for all they did to make this Christmas
a most happy time in every sense of
the word.
PARISH MESSAGE
On January 1st the parishioners of
the Church of the Assumption were
agreeably surprised by the appearance of the first issue of a monthly
publication devoted to announcements
and items of common interest and instruction. This pamphlet is receiving
the enthusiastic support of Fathers
Platisha and Saracini.
SCRIPTURE MAPS
The Scripture class is indebted to
Fr. Barr for a series of maps illustrating various phases of Scriptural history.'
These maps are second to none in
quality, and will be of great assistance
in visualizing Scriptural landmarks,
journeys, etc.
POOL TOURNAMENT
Under the guiding hand of Mr. John
Murphy all the pool players are having the opportunity to prove their
superior skill by coming out on top
in this contest. If you think there
is no enthusiasm just try to stop the
players in their dash for the big green
table with the bright new top-cloth.
DECEMBER VISITORS
Early in the month we welcomed
Fathers Geo. O'Malley, Darby and
Vidal. During the holidays came Frs.
Coyne, P. Schmucker and Felts from
St. Louis, Fr. Preston Murphy from
Chicago, Frs. Monaghan, Coupal, Vidal,
Kuchlet. Phoenix, Mr. Corcoran and
Bro. Walter from Cape. Several of the
Secular priests from, outlying parishes
and the Sisters of Charity from St.
Vincent's High School were also present at one or more of the entertainments.
BASKETBALL
We have ample reason to look forward to a bigger and better basketball

season. The Gym is now in the same
good condition as when it was first put
into use as a court. There is plenty
of spirit and an abundance of players
and Mr. Yager is anxious to organize
the teams and begin what he hopes
will be a banner year.
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BOOKS
Lo Grand Saint du Grand Siecle,
M. Vincent........ Pierre Coste, C. M.
Like unto a sculptor who, with many
former carvings before him, carves a
yet more perfect and more symmetrical
figure, P. Coste has labored, surrounded
by the writings of past biographers,
and has produced a more critical, a
more thorough, and a simpler Life of
St. Vincent de Paul.
Le Grand Saint du Grand siecle is
more critical, for P. Coste had at his
disposal not only all previous biographies but also St. Vincent's personal
correspondence and conferences, as
well as newly-discovered documents. It
is more critical as viewed from the
manner in which the author selects
his material and arranges it in its true
historical setting. The very first chapter illustrtates P. Coste's critical research; he departs from the traditionally accepted date of St. Vincent's
birth, 1576, to establish, from the
saint's own letters, that of 1581. Later
the various legends incident to fame
and not wanting to St. Vincent are
examined with an eye to historical
data.
This new Life of St. Vincent is more
thorough. Every feature of his life is
presented in its entirety. Details are
added that remove obscurities in the
outline of the parish priest of Clichy
and Chatillon-les-Dombes, of the Almoner of M. de Gondi, of the director
of the visitation nuns, of the Founder
of the Missions, the Congregation of
the Missions, and the Daughters of
Charity. All are narrated in logical
sequence and each, in its sphere, with
a completeness that is truly admirable.
It is simpler. The narrations of the
various stages of St. Vincent's life,
both in their form and in their style,
defy description.
Charmingly and
vividly told, they present the humble
Founder of the missions in all his
grandeur. The death of St. Vincent
serves as an interesting example. P.
Coste unfolds before the eye the last
days of the saint; the sufferings, the
patience, the fortitude, the preparedness, the noble sentiments of the
Father of the Poor; still active in mind
and in soul, still directing, still leading
the Church of France. Hour by hour
the approach of Death is watched
until it lays a gentle hand upon a soul
ready to wing its way to God.
This work has appeared in three
large octavo volumes. It contains a
bibliography, an index, as well as a
Table of Contents. Not content to

bring his work to a close with the death
of St. Vincent. P. Coste has proceeded
to narrate the process of beatification
and of canonization, and he has critically examined the most important
biographies of St. Vincent-not always
to their benefit..
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DIARY OF FR. LILLY

November 7. The superior invited me to accompany the Bishop of Montauban to a private
audience with the Holy Father. I accepted. After waiting an hour and a half in the Throne
Room, the Bishop was summoned to the Pope's
study; a half hour later I was summoned. I
entered rather tremblingly and went

PERRYVILLE NEWS

Ki-Yi
Father Coupal has promoted many a ki-yi but

none better attended or more successful than the
one which took place on January 11.
The weather man, as might be expected, had his
little joke all prepared, but when he saw the enthusiasm of the Students, he experienced a sudVisits and knelt at the Pope's feet, kissing his
den change of heart. Ominous clouds had darkring and asking for his blessing. MonHoly
ened the sky on the previous day, and even in the
I
was
that
him
informed
Father signor had
early morning of the day set for the outing rain
about to take the Scripture examinaclouds hovered in the eastern sky. But when the
tion. He, the Holy Father, said he was glad,
time for departure came, the sun was smiling
for the Church needed men well-prepared to
down, serenely, from a blue sky sprinkled, here
expound and to defend the Sacred Sriptures. He
and
there, with patches of white.
then said, "Je vous donne toutes les benedictions
Approximately 58 Students set out, after breakque vous desirez et comme vous desirez". Of
fast, in groups of threes and fours and a brisk
course among the blessings I wanted was a sucwind impelled them to tramp
cessful examination.
November 9.
Offered my
at a lively pace. Now and
along
I
Mass for a successful examinathen they came upon solitary
tion, walked to the Vatican in
farmhouses situated by the roadIN MEM( DRIAM
side, and from the surrounding
the rain to steady. my nerves.
yards came the clucking of
After some difficulty located
the palace of the Holy Office
chickens and the grunt of pigs.
Our Esteem(ed Father
where examinations are held.
In nearby pastures mules frisked
Francois Verdier
about, and here and there a cow
Soon, the other candidate, a Dostopped grazing long enough to
minican whose name I do not
Superior( General
cast a mournful look at the
know, appeared and shortly afof t} e
passing hikers. Once in a while
ter him came the briskly stept
ol
Mission
an
automobile drove by and disf
the
Congregation
commisof
the
ping secretary
sion, Fr. Frey. He led us to the
appeared from sight around a
Born 1856
Died 1933
bend in the road. Two hours of
room, gave us paper and' ink,
leisure walking brought all to
"And thru all the nations the children
looked to see if we had any prothe straggling
outposts
of
de Paul wail his loss;
Of
hibited books or notes, and asButVincent
the glory
that crowns hm n
Brewer,
and
soon
the
Students
signed the following:
heaven
were enjoying themselves, each
I-De convivio nuptiali regio.
Illumines the gloom of their cross."
Matt. XXII, 1-14.
according to his fancy.
I
Schmucker,
Cronin,
Frs.
II-De nuptiis in Cana GaliO'Malley and McIntyre drove
laea factis. Jn. II 1-12.
III-De commotione Ephesi a Demetrio contra
out to take dinner with the picnickers and were
Paulum excitata. Act. Ap. XIX 23-40.
well repaid for their visit. The dinner was not
I chose the first and started to work,
Five
simply a meal; it was a banquet. During the repast, Mr. Matthews provided unexpected enterHour using Nestle's Greek New Testament, a
New
Greek
the
tainment when the chair upon which he was
of
concordance
small
Grind
and
Voste,
Fr.
me
by
lent
Testament
perched, twice collapsed, to his embarrassment
and the hearty laughter of the diners. After the
Lagrange's synopsis. About a half hour after I
meal had concluded, Fr. Coupal took it upon himstarted M. Duvaltier, a French confrere, brought
I wrote from
self to give the Philosophers a few lessons in the
me a thermos bottle of hot coffee.
eight to one-thirty,-nine folio pages, typewritten
art of "pot-walloping".
double-spaced, and spent the last half hour inIn the afternoon several Students visited the
little school-house and were surprised to learn
serting Greek words and correcting typographical
errors. Dined at two-thirty at the "Cucina Vienthat, although a public school, its two teachers
nese" on thick soup, veal cutlet, fried potatoes,
and all its pupils were Catholic.
German beer and Vienna cake. Took a taxi home
During supper, which was served at five o'clock,
all tired and weary. Bought a paper and discovRev. Mr. Daspit, in the name of the Students,
When
ered that Roosevelt had been elected by a large
thanked Fr. Coupal for his kindness.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)
majority.
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World News.
JERUSALEM, PALESTINE. Father
Johann Sonnen, C. M., principal of
Schmidt's Girls School is regarded
by many as the foremost scholar in the
Arabic language in the Holy City.
This school was established some
forty years ago by Father Schmidt, C.
M., at a time when there were hardly
any schools in Palestine for girls. The
Moslems do not believe in educating
their women.
Today in all Palestine
with a population of 750,000, there are
only eight schools for girls. Since the
English Government has been given
the protectorate of Palestine, English
has been made the official language of
the school. All the classes are taught
in English. Among the girls enrolled
are Arabic, Jewish and Christian. Con'versions are rare, for it is very difficult to convert a Mohammedan. But
prejudice is being broken down, and in
the course of time, conversions in
greater numbers may be expected. A
German Community of Sisters, assisted by several lay teachers, are the instructors.
The Sisters of Charity maintain a
large establishment here where they
have orphans of both sexes, imbeciles,
the blind, aged and incurables. They
maintain a free clinic where they daily
handle upwards of three hundred and
fifty cases. They also visit the poor in
their homes and the lepers in their
colony nearby. The Sisters have so
ingratiated themselves with the Mohammedan Arabs, that although the
ordinary person must pay 15 piasters to
visit the Mosque of Omar (standinq on the site of the old Jewish temple), the Sisters are granted free entrance at any time. The establishment
has about 400 inmates in charge of 17
Sisters of Charity.
BETHLEHEM, PALESTINE. Here
the Sisters of Charity have a hospital,
free clinic and foundling asylum. They
make weekly visits to eighteen surrounding villages so isolated in the hills that
they are accessible only on foot or by
donkey. Two Sisters and one doctor
travel by donkey to these villages to
visit the poor sick Arabs in their homes
and to conduct free clinics. The poverty and disease is incredible to one who
has never seen it, and consequently
the work of the Sisters has brought
them into the very highest repute with
the Mohammedans who refer to them
as "the white birds of Allah."
WERNHOUTSBURG,
HOLLAND.
This year marks the Golden Jubilee of
the Congregation's Apostolic School
and Seminary which was founded in
1883. It received its life by a transfer from the Seminary of St. Vincent

De Paul at Loos. With the exception
of the years during the Great War our
confreres of Holland have been carrying on splendid work in training future
priests.
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"Nov. 21, 1911. Brother Daniel celebrates the Golden Jubilee of his religious vocation. We have Solemn Mass
in Church. Fr. Musson grants recreation in honor of the day. Fr. O'Connor makes ready for a grand dinner
and the Brother's Table was loaded
down with all manner of choice bits.
The Jubilarian was seated in a place
of honor and shouted joyously to the
'Deo Gratias'. After Dinner the Students visited him in his place presenting him with a spiritual bouquet and
a box of cigars. The good old man
entertained us for over an hour with
tales of the Irish Fairies. In the evening the Students tendered him a modest
entertainment and at its close we
clamoured for a speech, whereupon
Brother Dan responded nobly and told
with broken-voice of his long years of
blessing in the Community, his gratitude, his unworthiness and his thanksgiving to God."
"June 18, 1912. The Boys from the
Cape, about 35 in number, accompanied
by their Prefect and Frs. Duggan, Murtaugh, Whelan, Monaghan and Henry
Moore, arrived on the Houck's train at
2:30 P. M. They had left the Cape at
6:30 and made the trip with no accidents, except several long stops enroute, and an occasional slip off the
track. Nothwithstanding the miserable
weather and drizzling rain the boys
were in high spirits and gave three
lusty cheers before entering the frontgate. Fr. Musson and the priests met
them at the stone steps and straightway ushered them to Dinner. Immediately after Dinner they paid the Students a visit in the Study-hall and
after a few minutes Fr. Musson conducted them over the entire place. At
5:00 they had a light supper and left
for the train. They bade farewell to
the three members of the Sophomore
Class who are to enter the Novitiate.
At about 5:30 the trainleft the crossing amid a storm of cheers and prolonged waving of Adieu."
"April 30, 1922. A splendid day for
the Cape boys trip. Messrs. Ahearn,
Theriac, Cahill, Sheldon, and G. O'Malley stayed out of Solemn Mass to greet
the boys. The students easily won the
ball game in the afternoon by a score
of 8-1. Batteries for the boys, C.
Quinn and W. Vidal; for the St;udents,
Theriac and Altenburg."
"Oct. 11, 1923. The students went
on a Kiyi to a spot near Altenburg.
The truck stalled on the way, and the
headlights burned out on the way
home, but Joe Mclntyre, C.' O. P.,

piloted the old hack into port safely,
nothing daunted."
"July 5, 1921. Picnic today, but no
ice in town-ergo no ice cream." (Mr.
Prindeville, Dean).
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Province News.
Through the rich bounty of benefactors who love our company and its
works, the Western Province has learned this past month of the fulfillment of
an ancient and cherished dream. We
are to have a house of studies in Washington. Already the land is purchased,
a splendid site very near to the University, and plans are ripe for building. What a thrill that news was to
the entire Province! What a delight to
the older men who had long hoped
for it! What a joy to the young men
who see here rich opportunities to better themselves for the Service! Our
prayer: should be long and earnest for
those who have made this dream come
true. May God bless them always!
The meditations of our annual retreat are now printed and published
in book form. The price is $1.00 per
copy. The size is convenient as the
volume may be slipped into the pocket.
The paper is of a good quality and the
print clear. Copies may be procured
from Fr. Musson. Only five hundred
impressions were made.
Among the victims of influenza during
the month of January was numbered
Fr. Fallon of Kenrick. He was forced
to spend a few days at De Paul Hospital
where he speedily recovered his health.
On January 14, he was back again at
his duties.
Fr. Ordonez at DePaul University
recently issued a new manual to be
used for laboratory work in Biology.
This manual has been designed as a
companion for the text-book "Educational Biology" of which Fr. Ordonez
is also the author. The new book
covers the same field as the text and
contains material for a full year of
laboratory work.
In the Janutry 6th issue of the "New
World," under book reviews, a comprehensive study of "Educational Biology"
was made. The manner in which Fr.
Ordonez presented the fundamental
biological principles of education was
especially praised.
The Mother-house looks forward to
seeing many of the confreres again,
at a' Provincial Assembly. The General Assembly convenes in Paris July
26th.
Frs. Overburg and Coupal are about
to give missions at St. Stephen's and
St. Joseph's Churches in New Orleans.
Their plans call for a continuation of
these missionary labors in other fields,
when they have concluded their work
in New Orleans.
The Barrens was happy to welcome

back its Superior, Fr. Levan, on Jan.
18th. Its united hope is that his health,
improved by the days of rest, will stay
firm, and enable him to pursue his work
for our venerable Mother-house.
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What profit is it to a Seminarian if he fits himself, in an intellectual way, to save the souls of
others, arid at the same time neglects the means,
which he has at his disposal, of insuring his own
salvation ?
The annual retreat is the time to check up on
oneself, to review the manner in which one has
spent the previous year, to see how much profit
the book of life shows. It is the time to strip off
the old man and be clothed with the new. During
it, defects should be checked for future avoidance
and the proper spirit of the religious life should be
renewed.
FRANK DAVIS
It was in the late afternoon of a dark, cold, miserable, Missouri day-December 30th-while
three Students were gingerly making their way

home along the old Houck tracks, that a bit of pale
blue smoke rising out of a gully caught their attention. Here, stretched out on the ground alongside a few smoldering embers, was Frank Davis.
With one foot badly frozen, his health gone, his
spirit broken, and weary under the weight of
seventy years, Frank had given up hope.
No
longer could he do battle against the adverse currents of fife. Here had he lain down beside the
flickering fire to await the liberating hand of the
Grim Reaner.
Frank is now comfortably situated in the old
house in the orchard. Under the solicitous care cf
Mr. Thompson, he is aoain well along the road to
health. Any time of the day you can fitn him sitting in his rocker, enjoying his pipe, and ready to
discuss the most momentous questions of the
hour.
No ordinary "knight of the road" is Frank
Davis. Born in Lee County, Iowa, in '62 he has
traveled half way round the globe during his
seventy years. Every State in the Union has at
some time or other seen him. He has sailed the
high seas, the Great Lakes, and has labored on
the Mississippi and Missouri rivers. He was trainmaster for the Frisco when they built through
Cape Girardeau. A keen mind and a flow of
scholarly eloquence give evidence of the truth of
Frank's statement, "I was not always the wreck
you gaze upon today".
What will become of Frank? Who knows?

November 11. At eight o'clock I was at the
palace of the Holy Office. The subject assigned
was: Dissertatio de inerrantia Biblica in rebus
naturalibus et in rebus historics. I wrote for two
hours and a half, turning out eight pages, not
folio, but ordinary size typewriter paMore
0
per, double-spaced. At three o'clock I
W
rit was again at the Holy Office and received
ten
the subject of the historical dissertation.
Exam It was this that had caused me most concern. But I was at once relieved when I heard Fr.
Frey announce the subject: Dissertatio de Regno
Achab. I wrote seven pages double-spaced, finishing at five-thirty. I had hoped that I might be
able to know the verdict on the written examinations by November 12, but I was disappointed.
Not until the evening of November 14, at 5 p. m.,
will the verdict be announced. In the meantime I
must be in a state of suspense, not knowing
whether or not I will be called to the orals, for
which final step towards the gradum prolytatus
S. S. I must try to prepare.
November 14. At five o'clock I called on Fr.
Frey to ascertain the results of the written examinations. "Congratulations", he said in Italian,
you have passed "con lode".
November 17. Walked to the Vatican with
Father Cahill; met Fr. Fontaine enroute to attend
my oral test. My heart sank as I saw among the
examiners Monsignor Ruffini, who had seemed
particularly severe in examining Fr. Dulau several
davs ago. The board of examiners consisted of
Fathers Vaccari, S. J., Bea, S. J., Frey, C. SS. Sp.,
Salles, 0. P. and Monsignor Ruffini in one room,
and of Fathers Voste, O. P. and Kleinhaus, O. F.
M., in an adjoining room. The oral began. Present besides the confreres from this house were a
dozen or so of Dominicans and a half dozen Franciscans. Fr. Frey inaugurated the questioning.
........
I did not do so well with Fr. Frey. Then
the formidable Monsignor Ruffini. He was a
distraction to me while Fr. Frey was
Magnum questioning me. I kept casting uneasy
Pericu- glances towards him. He caught
lum
them, and much to my surprise proved
to be a wholly different man than he had shown
himself to be with Fr. Dulau. He interrogated me
on the "reditus ab exilio" .........
Several times
he said, "bene", and seemed rather pleased. I did
well with him. Then Fr. Bea on Special Introduction. I did not do so well with him. Next I passed
to the adjoining room where Fr. Voste and Fr.
Kleinhaus were examining in Hebrew and Greek.
My confidence immediately went up one hundred
per cent. Pere Voste started with Greek: Matt.
V, 1 ..........
Had no difficulty with the translation. Fr. Voste was very complimentary. Then
Fr. Kleinhaus asked me .........
I got by very

well. I am to go to the French Seminary to-morrow morning at nine o'clock to know the result.
November 18. Went to Fr. Frey's room at the
French Seminary. "Congratulations", he said,
"we unanimously approve you for promotion to the
Licentiate."
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS
news from China
The latest
reports general quiet with all the missionaries hard at work. Bishop Sheehan and Fathers Altenberg, Murphy,
and Theunissen are at Linchwan;
Father S. Dunker, at Su-wan; Father
Bereswill, at Licatoo; Father Lewis, at
Shangtantu; Father Lloyd at Nuson;
Fathers Misner, Moore, Verdini, W.
Dunker, and Smith at Poyang. Letters
may be addressed to the missionaries
Catholic Mission Residence,
thus:
(name of city), Kiangsi, China.
Father Smith's swanky motor-bike
has the natives of Poyang agog with
pop-eyed amazement. There is not an
automobile of any kind in the town,
and his bike is the first motor-propelled vehicle most of the people have
ever seen. Father W. Dunker is more
conservative, using the ordinary legpower bicycle, a much more easily
maneuvered vehicle on the narrow
lanes, wheelbarrow paths, and rice field
dikes which serve for roads in most
places.
The missionaries are now faced with
the annual problem of how to keep
warm with a minimum of fuel. Wood
is scarce and coal is too costly a luxury.
Oil stoves are used to take the chill
out of the rooms of the missionary residences; but the rest of the house remains cold. They solve the problem
Chinese fashion; the colder it gets the
more clothes they put on. Since the
temperature is about the same every
place, they are not bothered with taking off and putting on clothes when
they move from place to place.
The two new missionaries are trying
to solve that magnificent puzzle known
as the Chinese language. Both report
progress. Father Dunker's remark is
enlightening: "It is useless to try to
think in English, for the collocation,
use of words, etc., are different. And
all the rules of grammar were made
post factum to fit the need, so there
is not much order in that either."
And he offers a solution for the depression: "It is very simple: Come
to China, and you will never once hear
it mentioned-because it is the common, every-day thing."
Fr. Leo Moore says, "All in all the
work seems to make progress. Clear
evidence of good results is seen here
and there; quarrels settled, marriages
fixed up, people returning to the Sacraments, frequent communion, children
baptized, and instructed for Confession
and Communion. As to calls for Extreme Unction-well, there's nothing
out of the ordinary in that; it's just
the Catholic Church".

A normal school-teacher asked the
Pastor at Poyang if he believed in
Heaven. Looking at his clothes and
glancing around his office, the. Pastor
replied, "Do you think I'd be here if I
didn't".

-
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Perryville News
(Continued from Page 1)
cries of "speech, speech" arose, Fr.
Coupal avowed that he would like
to speak but he was "too busy" (eating). Supper having ended, the crowd
began the homeward trek. Darkness
fell, and a cold wind began to howl.
All were grateful when Mr. Moynihan,
driving the camp truck, picked them
up. But not Fr. Coupal; he and several other stalwarts braved the wind and
walked home, every inch of the way.
MID-YEAR EXAMS
On January 20, serious-faced Students picked up fountain pens and paper, paid their usual visit to the Blessed
Sacrament, and made their way to the
respective classrooms. There they beheld grim-looking professors who, in
sepulchral tones, read off lists of
questions. The Students began writing. Some wrote for an hour and fifteen minutes, some for an hour and a
half, some for two hours. The midyear examinations were on. On Saturday, the same thing occurred. At
eleven o'clock on Monday, the Students
were again smiling. Exams were over
and another lap of their journey was
behind them. Fr. Pat Finney was the
first professor to return corrected papers.
ANNUAL RETREAT
The annual retreat began this year
on January 24. During those eight
days the Seminary was locked in a
most intense silence, which was broken
only by the sound of bells. More bells
are rung during the annual retreat
than at any other time during the
year.
BASKETBALL
Basketball has taken on new life
this year under the capable direction
of Messrs. Yager and Gaughan. Not only
is abundant enthusiasm manifested
by the players themselves, but every
night large crowds gather in the gym
to witness the contest. Sometimes some
of the Fathers are present: Fathers
Prindeville, Schmucker, O'Malley, McIntyre and Stakelum.
JANUARY VISITORS
The Seminary was only fortunate
enough to receive four callers during
the month of January. From the Petit
came Fr. Sheldon, on a delayed holiday
trip, to spend two days at the Barrens
Fr. Cronin spent quite some time at
the Seminary, and at his departure
left the Students a very generous present. Frs. Miller and Theriac drove
down from St. Louis for a short visit.
PING-PONG
Ping-pong has been given an apt
name. The sound which is made when
the little celluloid ball is struck by the
paddle very closely resembles "ping"
and "pong". This game has retained
its popularity with some of the Students since the day it was first intro-

duced at the Seminary. At almost
every recreation you can hear the
sound of a game in progress. Some ardent devotees of this pastime are:
Messrs. Kingsley, Zoeller and Chaplinski.

-
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BOOKS
ST. FRANCIS XAVIER..Margaret Yeo
This is the life of the Apostle of the
East by a writer of romance who has
for the first time turned her hand to
a subject in the world of full reality.
Gifted with a genius for atmosphere
and a true valuation of the character
of her subject and of the determining
events of his life, the author presents
the very human story of one of the
Church's greatest missionary saints.
From Francis's early years on through
his university life, until the oft
repeated warning of Ignatius stirred
his generous soul, we follow the gay
youth, appreciative all the while of his
personality in its natural surroundings.
After the "conversion" and the "Exercises", we follow the saint; and skillfully has the author laid proportionate
stress on his inner and deep spirituality
so that it is not forgotten in the cinematic movement and change of his
outer surroundings, his unceasing journeys, trail-blazing, and innumerable
conversions. It is his inner life-the
saint's union with God-that is the
theme for the whole sonata. "Without
it, all would be a dischord of sounding
brass and tinkling cymbals".
As the Saint had lived, so he died:
"He was absolutely stript of all human
help, lying in a hut open to the cold
and the wind, without any comfort
but that which came from God."
CHAUCER........... G. K. Chesterton
Those who are in the least familiar
with Chesterton's work will hardly need
to be told that "Chaucer" is no biography in the ordinary sense of the word.
It is rather a series of well-constructed
essays on the man, his work, and the
age in which he lived.
Those of us, and they are many,
who have hitherto looked upon
Chaucer as a figure who existed
in the dim distant past, and as
a man who wrote in some strange
language called English but hardly
recognizable as such, will do well to
peruse this latest volume of Chesterton's. Chaucer is named therein as
the Father of the English language as
well as the founder of the literary
form known as the novel. He is depicted as a good Catholic and a good
Englishman. He is shown as a human
being who is very human; a man with
a keen sense of humor and a deep
insight into the nature of his fellowmen; a man, finally, whose devotion
to the Blessed Virgin Mary was greater

than that of Dante.
Here, then, is a book in which even
those who profess no special liking
for Chesterton may find pleasure as
well as profit.
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FIFTY GOLDEN YEARS

February the eighth will find a place in the history of the double family of St. Vincent and will
long be remembered in the Western Province. For
on this day the members of the family, together
with a goodly number of the secular clergy and
the laity from in and about St. Louis, gathered at
De Paul hospital to participate in the celebration
of the recurrence of Sister Mary Louis's vow day.
No ordinary vow day was the eighth, for it
marked the completion of a round half century of
service spent walking in the footsteps
Fifty
of the Master. Fifty golden years
Years of spent in the service of God's own poor;
Service fifty years caring for those of whom
Our Lord said: "As long as you did it
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New Student Officers.
"Who is the new Doyen", was a question Students were asking for two days after the appointment had been made. Most Students knew that
Mr. Ed Whooley was going to relieve Mr. Rebenack of the burdens of the Assistant Doyen, but
a shroud of secrecy veiled the identity of the new
Dean. Finally, the mystery could be maintained
no longer-Mr. John Roche had succeeded Mr.
Watterson as chief Student officer.
Following in the footsteps of Mr. Vincent Smith
as provider for the needs of the Students was Mr.
William Mahoney. Mr. Meyer, who had been Mr.
Smith's assistant, was pleased to relinquish his
office to Mr. Dennis Flynn.
to one of these my least brethren, you did it to
Library.
Me." Fitting is it, then, that the Sons and Daughters of St. Vincent should gather together and reThe stage of the "initial diffuse movements"
joice on such a memorable occasion.
being past and their lessons in experience having
The celebration was scheduled to start promptly
been taught, plans for the Auxiliary Library are
at nine-thirty. Five minutes before the appointed
now well on the way to realization. The spacious
time the sacristy chimes commenced to ring. First
and well-lighted second floor of the old "Boy's
they came very loudly, filling the chapel as if,
Building" is being fitted with book-stacks and the
therein, some huge Cathedral bell were ringing.
necessary equipment, under the supervision of
Then there was a gradual lessening of the volume
Messrs. Thompson and John Smith. The "Annex"
until the sound came only as the faint voice of a
will contain the many valuable books of every kind
tiny bell echoing from a far hill. Fr. Saracini at
that have been stored away in dusty attics and
the organ took up the strains with the chiming of
other places unsuited to their value. A systematic
"The Cloister Clock" which first struck softly,
search for these books is being made every Wedthen gradually grew louder and louder until finally
nesday morning and in spare moments during the
a climax was reached when the "Ecce Sacerdos
week. To date, among the many books that have
Magnus" pealed forth from the throats of a select
been reclaimed is the valuable "Encyclopedie
choir of Students from the Barrens just as Fr.
Methodique" of Diderot and d'Alembert. Several
McMahon, the Master of Ceremonies, led a provolumes of French and English newspapers that
cession of nearly a hundred priests, followed by
are over a hundred years old have also been found.
Monsignor Crane and Archbishop Glennon, down
Frs. McIntyre and Schmucker have imparted
the center aisle of De Paul's
their enthsuiasm for the good
beautiful chapel.
work to the Librarians. On acBlessed Francis Clet
.The solemn mass, "Coram
count of this work the library
(Martyred 1820)
staff has been increased to six.
Pontifice", was celebrated by Fr.
They are: Messrs. Kane, Battle,
Cronin assisted by Fr. Joseph
Hidden away among Vincent's sons,
Graham, John Smith, Powers
Monoghan as deacon,
Yet loved and esteemed by all,
Thou Too and Fr. G. A. Rider
and Roden.
There rang thru the quiet of his peaceTo do their own book-binding
Art a as subdeacon. The
ful life
on a small but efficient basis is
Galilean sermon for the occaThe King's high bugle call.
sion was delivered by
one of the intentions of the presFr. Martin O'Malley. The theme
ent administration.
Slipping was manhood's early prime,
of his discourse was "Thou, too,
Gone was youth's bright burning flame
Saco Merry-Go-Round.
art a Galilean". It was a masWhen, with lofty dreams and hopes,
the feast of Blessed
On
terpiece-one that could be
He in the Master's vineyard came.
Francis Clet a short play was
preached only for such a loving
presented under the auspices of
Long years of toil; it is over now
character as Sister Mary Louis.
the Students' mission society.
For
the
King
to
him
his
reward
has
paid
ever
was
No greater tribute
Written and directed by Mr.
shown.
to anyone than was paid to the
And China's snow saw a deeper red
John Clark, the Vice-President
good sister when Fr. O'Malley
of the society, the play was conThan the poppies of France had ever
said of her: "Thou, too, art a
known.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)
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World News.
BIKERO, BELGIUM CONGO. The
Very Rev. Leo Sieben, C. M., Superior
of the Mission here, passed to his eternal reward a few months ago. The
memory of this valiant priest will long
remain alive both here and in Belgium
among his friends and confreres. He
was the youngest of three sons whom
his worthy mother has given to the
service of God. During the World
War Father Sieben served as chaplain
and stretcher-bearer. After the War
he was sent to the East to labor in
the College at Damas. In 1925 when
the Holy See intrusted to the Lazarists a portion of the Belgium Congo he
requested to be among those to build
the mission. For seven years Father
Sieben labored with devoted and unstinted sacrifice, all the while suffering from a painful sickness. Following a most edifying death he was laid
to rest in the little Community cemetery at Bikero by the side of his venerable confrere Father Stas, who three
years ago lost his life in the floods of
the Tumba Lake, a victim of his charity
for his Christians.
ABYSSINIA, AFRICA. The following figures will give some information
concerning the work of our Confreres
in this extremely difficult field of the
Master's vineyard. This is a Vicariat
not a Prefecture, comprising over 600,000 miles and about 2,700,000 inhabitants. It is served by 9 European and 2
Native Lazarists, 17 Native Secular
priests, 4 Daughters of Charity, and 20
Native Sisters of the Heart of Mary.
The eleven schools of the Mission which
contain 468 children and the Christian
population of 2450 represent a work of
heroic devotion and patience known
only to God.
COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA.
In this Republic there are 36 confreres:
priests, brothers, students and novices,
most of them being native Colombians.
The Congregation is in charge of two
Prefectures Apostolic, Arauca and Tierrodentro.
There are nine houses
canonically erected, not to include
numerous mission posts scattered
throughout the country for the Indians. The Community directs the
Diocesan Seminaries of Popoyan, Tunja
and Ibague and the Shrine of Our Lady
of Netaga. The Daughters of Charity
devote themselves to the various works
of their vocation in 55 houses for the
spiritual and temporal welfare of the
Whites, Indians and Negroes. They
number 400 Sisters, the majority being
natives of Colombia.
CHINA. The
(HOPEI),
ANKUO
workI of instruction, consolation and
encouragement in the prisons of Ankuo by our Chinese confreres who have
charge of this Vicariat brings to mind

the example of St. Vincent, who so
successfully performed similar deeds of
charity in the prisons of France.
Through the efforts of the priests a
reformation has taken place both in
the officials and the criminals.
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"July 16, 1903. Messrs. A. Imgrund
and C. Connor turned me out of my
room and fixed it up A No. 1 style.
This is the first time that the 1st
Doyen's room has been fixed and
cleaned since the house was built. It
looks very clean and cozy. Such a
charitable job is worth being recorded."
"July 20, 1904. The boys go fishing.
The priests have a picnic at Bro. Dan's.
Mr. Eckery and others make ice cream
in the new freezer for Students. Glorious success. Mr. O'Brien, one of today's
cooks, got sick at his stomach after
dinner from his own cooking-Poor
Mike!"
"July 26, 1904. "Jim", the Student's
pet crow was shot today at 4:00 P. M.
Jim was a jolly entertaining young
fellow and was well beloved by many.
He had a very fine voice and was not
bashful about using it. His love of
poverty amounted to almost a predominant passion. He never permitted anything edible to go to waste. In his zeal
he used to visit the Students' rooms and
remove superfluous things, jewelry, etc.
The evidence gleaned by the coroner
from tearful witnesses points to the
fact that the deceased James Crow
met his death at the hands of Charles
Barr (alias "Crispi"), who inflicted a
gunshot wound upon his body".
"March 7, 1911. Feast of St. Thomas.
The entertainment of the evening was
well carried off. The music was of the
first class and rendered with great order and perfection. Mr. M. O'Malley
did himself great honor by the way in
which he defended his thesis and by
the skill which he displayed in meeting
and answering the objections of his adversaries. Mr. Coyne read a masterly
paper on "Modernism". Mr. Powers
manifested his usual beauty of expression and power of thought in a scholarly paper on 'St. Thomas and Christian
Apologetics'".
"August 4, 1912. Special instructions
were given to the effect that the phenominal stunts of Mr. Reis, utility leftfielder of the 'ups', be duly recorded in
this chronicle. He quite overturned
the laws of 'antecedent probabilities'
in the last two games by knocking a
home run and by catching a fly".
"February 6, 1913. Nota. A mandate
from the Very Rev. Visitor decrees that
all the Students of fasting age shall
fast on Friday only during Lent; on
all other days fasting is forbidden.
Who of yesteryears can recall a like
decree?"
"February 22, 1921. Washington's
Birthday. The evening entertainment
began at 7:30. It consisted of two or-

chestrations, two choruses, a speech by
Mr. Wilson, a paper by Mr. Altenburg.
and an address by Fr. P. Finney. The
program though short-lasting an hour
-was well rendered and thoroughly
enjoyed."

·
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Province News
One day last month Fr. Fred Fisher,
Asst. Chaplain of the City Hospital in St.
Louis, found himself in the spotlight of
unexpected publicity. An infant babe
had been found abandoned in an ash
heap, stabbed in the side with an ice
pick. It was taken to the City Hospital where Fr. Fisher administered Baptism. Nurses of the hospital promptly
named the little mite "Cinderella".
Newspaper reporters with a scent for
news obtained the available information and played the story up in their
papers. The baby died. Meanwhile,
different organizations in the city had
become interested in the case. One such
organization bought a lot in a cemetery
as a burial place for the infant. Another
In a funeral
procured a headstone.
parlor overflowing with floral offerings
which had poured in from sympathizers
all over the city, Fr. Fisher read the
simple burial service. Afterwards he
explained the teaching of the Church
concerning the beatitude of infants who
die after receiving Baptism.
Another Shakespearian play is going
to be produced at St. Vincent's College.
This time it will be "The Merchant of
Venice", and Fr. Phoenix, Professor of
English, is again directing. The first
Shakespearian drama was presented by
the Senior class and their efforts were
crowned with uncommon success. The
Juniors are enacting "The Merchant of
Venice" and they are determined to
outdo the upper class men.
The Latin Club at the Cape is
thriving under the successful direction
of Mr. Clarence Corcoran. The members of the club have been stirred to
such a pitch of enthusiasm that they
are translating even the funny papers
into the mother-tongue of Cicero.
Fr. Elmer Moode writes from St.
Katherine's Church in New Orleans:
"About the only news I have of the
Seminary and the Province comes
through your paper. Being in a colored
parish, one does not come into contact
with a mother or one of the family
having a son or brother at the Seminary. Everything is going along fine.
I enjoy the work here. Most of the
evenings throughout the week we have
adults coming for instruction. Splendid
and interesting work."
Many were the shows produced by
Mr. John Hogan, many the musical
programs directed by Mr. Tom Vaile at
St Mary's of the Barrens. Now Fr.
Hogan, Director of De Paul Academy
Dramatic Club, and Fr. Vaile have
combined their talents to produce, with
the assistance of Tom Haggerty, Academy basketball coach, a blackface
revue. Written by members of the

faculty, "Blacker Than Black" was presented by the Academy students in
the De Paul Auditorium on Feb. 22nd
and 23rd. Tickets sold for 35 cents
and the proceeds went into the athletic
fund. There were twenty scenes in the
revue divided among two acts.
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We met an old man in the woods near Saco one
summer who told us that once he went with a
Catholic girl who wanted him to join the Church.
But he didn't. And he added: "I allus figured
there's a Heaven and a Hell-and I'm going to go
to one or t'other". He was perfectly correct as far

as he went.
Generations of men since the defection of
Luther have plotted, and proselytized, and lied,
and fought; have spent uncounted fortunes;
have sacrificed days and nights; have preached,
taught, debated and wrote; and have arrived no
further than the conclusion expressed by that
ignorant old man. Once they lost sight of the
significance of the Incarnation, once they refused
to heed that He came to found one true Church,
their work lost all sense, or direction, or morality.

From the man in the pulpit to the idler hanging
out near the meeting-house steps, they all bear a
singular resemblance to the old man adrift in the
Saco woods.

CAPE HURRICANE-1850
Almost three years had elapsed since the
steamer Seabird, carrying 1500 kegs of gunpowder, had exploded down at the river bank, within
sight of the College. The shattered doors, windows and plaster, caused by the terrific concussion,
had been repaired and once again the College was

peacefully pursuing its work of educating youth.
The explosion, no doubt, was still spoken of as a
memorable event in the history of the institution.
It would be landmark; years later people would

point back to it as possibly the worst catastrophe

that had ever overtaken the College. Or so, undoubtedly, they thought back there in 1850. And
then came the fateful day of November 27th of
the same yearMost people had a suspicion that something unusual was going to happen. The day was close and
sultry. The sky was black with great clouds hurrying about in a confused and disorderly
manner. There was the tense expectancy in the
atmosphere which always portends a drastic upheaval in nature. It seemed as if any minute the
clouds would burst and pour down torrents of rain.
The wind was acting in a most peculiar fashionAnd then at 3:00 p. m., from out the Southwest,
the hurricane came. Like the breath of an angry
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God it swept everything before it. Strange things
began to fly through the air: branches of trees,
fences, bricks, boards. The roof of the College,
torn from its mooring in large pieces, was carried
away by the wind as if it were so much straw.
Chimneys crumbled. The Southwest walls were
swept down to the second story. Down went the
brick bake-house. Down went the two story house
used for a tailor shop, trunk room and general
storeroom. Two men in an upper part of this
house were carried fifty yards through the air by
the impetus of the wind. Four brothers on the
first floor looked up to see the second story come
crashing down upon them, but luckily for them
the trunks and some large boxes piled about broke
the force of the falling floor and prevented serious
injury. A servant of the College was in a room in
the servant's quarters with his wife and daughter.
A beam toppled down. The husband was killed,
his wife and daughter unharmed.
The injury of the servant was the only fatal injury inflicted at the College. Of the two:men who
were blown through the air by the force of the
wind, one sustained a broken leg, the other minor
injuries. Two of the students, who were outside
the College when the storm broke, were also hurt
somewhat. Others received only bruises and cuts.
Shortly after the disaster, Fr. Anthony Penco,
President of the College, took stock of the damage.
It was found that the College could be repaired.
Work of restoration began immediately. On
March 31, 1851, classes picked up where they had
The hurricane of
left off four months before.
1850-soon became but a memory.

Fifty Golden Years
(Continued from Page 1)

Galilean". He likened the sacrifice of her life to
Mary's breaking of the alabaster box and her
pouring out the precious ointment on the head of
Christ. For, said the speaker, just as the perfume
of Mary's sacrifice permeated the whole dwelling,
so has the fragrance of Sister Mary Louis's sacrifice spread itself near and far, reaching by its
generosity thousands of souls, bringing to them
some little understanding of God's great love of
mankind.
After the Mass Archbishop Glennon addressed
some few words to the jubilarian. He paid her a
very glowing bit of praise for her service among
the poor of the City of St. Louis when
Spirit he said: "I like to think of Sister Mary
Louis as a Spirit of Charity in accord
of
Charity with the spirit of God which is Charity". His Excellency gave the Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament, during which
the Students sang the hymns "a cappella". Benediction given, the Papal blessing was imparted
and the solemn ceremonies were closed with the
chanting of the "Te Deum".

A quaint touch is added to the celebration when
one learns that the Students found Sister Mary
Louis waiting to receive them-as she had so
often done in the past-unaware that the purpose
of their coming was a celebration in her honor.
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS
Just what does a missionary do
when he is at a mission? Father
Bereswill answers that question with a
detailed
account:
"Friday before
Christmas I went to the mission on
muleback. It took four hours of steady
riding to arrive there . .

..

Arriving

at the mission I blessed the Christians
while they knelt in prayer, according
to the ceremony of arrival of a priest
at a mission. Then we chatted until
dinner-time. After eating I began to
recite my Office. Dinner was at a late
hour, so that after finishing the Office
it was time for supper. And what a
supper!
Nothing but meat. The
Chinese think they are not respectful to a visitor with 'face' if they
serve other things than meat . .

.

After supper I heard a few confessions,
then recited night prayers with the
Christians, and went to bed.
"Immediately after rising on Saturday
morning I heard more confessions,
then recited morning prayers and the
catechism before Mass. After Mass
Communion was brought to a sick man,
a walk of about two miles. Returning
I baptized two adults and two children.
After the Baptisms some coffee went
well before resuming the task of hearing confessions with only a few minutes out to grab a cold dinner. From
12:30 to 9:30 I heard practically continuously, and then there was the day's
Office to be said. At midnight Mass
thirty-six persons received Communion,
including the two adults who had been
baptized that morning. After Mass I
went to bed.
"Christmas morning I was up at six,
and almost immediately began to hear
confessions. After saying morning
prayers with the Christians I said the
second Mass, after which we had the
'Asperges', sermon, and the third Mass.
After the third Mass I took Communion
to the sick man, returned, baptized two
more children, and then ate breakfast, it being about 12:30. After breakfast I went to bed, as I was fagged
out. I got up for supper and to say
Office, and then went to bed.
"Next morning there were more confessions, morning prayers and catechism, and then Mass. After Mass I
took Communion to the sick man and
at his home baptized tvwo children. On
my return I enrolled the people in the
Miraculous Medal and then ate breakfast, at 12:30. Then my boy packed
our belongings and we were on our
way home".
Father Moore writes:
"Christmas
here for the pagan does not exist; but
it is a big church day for the Christians. For us in the parish it is three
days of confessions. With none too

well instructed people, hearing confessions is pretty much of a man's job.
A whole pile of prudence, patience,
and other factors are necessary to
turn them out one by one and not get
mad".
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cerned with depicting an election day
at Saco, Mo. The person running for
office was O. Gregory (Mr. Lang), and
backed by the influence and oratory
of Mrs. Andy West (Mr. Kenneally) he
seemed destined to win the election.
But John Sampel (Mr. D. Flynn) had
different plans about who should win
the election. He was the "pro tem"
incumbent of the office and he was going to retain it at any odds. He and
his henchmen (Messrs. Cannon and
Gaughan) kidnap Sampel's opponent in
order to insure Sampel's election.
Through the efforts of two Irish flatfoots, however, Pat (Mr. Clark) and
Tim (Mr. Mathews), the plot is foiled
and Oscar is finally victorious.
Other characters in the play were:
Bro. Walt (well portrayed by Mr. Durbin), who was present at the election
and made some very pertinent remarks;
Stephens (Rev. Mr. Paour), C. Kemp
(Rev. Mr. Daspit) and Jeff Griffiths
(Mr. Vandenberg). Messrs. Shuff and
McDonnell also participated in the play
and deserve credit for a good performance.
CHANGE OF CLASSES
French and Greek, two classes for
First Year Philosophers, are half-year
or semestre classes. They are paired
off with Biology and English also halfyear classes. The beginning of the new
semestre found Mr. Vandenberg lecturing in Biology, Fr. McIntyre occupying the chair of English.
USHERS
For years the Church of the Assumption here has managed to get along
without ushers. But of late years a bad
habit has been forming-some of the
parishioners have remained standing in
the back of the church even when seating space was available. To put an end
to this disorder and the irreverence occasioned by it Fr. Platisha recently instituted an usher system. Now four
men at each mass on Sunday see to it
that all are seated.
In the parish books for the year 1932
the following records are found: Baptisms 99, Marriages 30, Deaths 36.
CHEMIStRY
Back in the spring of 1925 Fr. Pat
Schmucker, then a Student, was requested by the Visitor (Fr. Thomas
Finney) to prepare one of the Students
to teach Chemistry at Dallas during
the school-year of 1925-26. Then it
was that the four year course in
Chemistry, which has continued to the
present day, came into existence.
Being merely an elective course,
Chemistry, as might be expected, has
seen its lean years and its years of
plenity. Three only, thus far, have
completed the full four years of the
course: . Fathers Miller, Wangler and
Jourdan. Others have completed one,
two or three years. This year eight
Students are taking Chemistry. They
are being tutored by Messrs. Cyril and
Philip Le Fevre.

VISITORS
During the closing days of the Annual Retreat, a short visit was paid
the Seminary by Fathers Barr, Overberg and Coupal. They drove down
from St. Louis with Fr. P. J. O'Rourke.
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BOOKS
THE QUESTION AND THE ANSWER
-Hilaire Balloc
(Of the Science and Culture Series)
Along unusual lines the Author establishes natural religion by the unaided natural reason. For the sceptic,
who maintains that God is not necessary to explain the existence of the
Universe since Nature is sufficient of
herself, he advances his "Argument
from the Nothingness of Nothingness".
He points out that these persons, by
their denial of the principle of cause
and effect, render useless the "Argument for God from the Efficient
Cause". Yet, they must admit that
nothingness cannot produce. But all
around us Nature presents the phenomenon of increment. In the rational order the existence of the Intelligence and the Will is certain, and Consciousness must be even presupposed.
That these marks of Personality appear
in degrees of fullness and perfection
cannot be denied. But we gauge all
such phenomenon only in relation to
some standard, some measure. There
must be, then, some prototype of these
perfections, some Being infinitely perfect, who is the ultimate measure of
these degrees of perfection. Hence
there must be an Infinite Being who
has Infinite Intelligence, Consciousness and Will. Such a Personal Infinite Being must be One because of
the essential connection between existence and unity. As God is, and is Infinite, so God is One. He is also True,
and that One Truth is also Goodness
and Beauty. Thus the Author's final
expression in the words of Saint Paul,
"For in Him we live and move and are".
The second part sets forth the
further solution for the Question; it
proves that the truths of naturalreligion are morally insufficient for
man's normal relations with God.
Though more than natural religion is
not absolutely necessary, still on the
many points important for man's happiness and right conduct natural religion in deficient. So a special revelation is given to man. On account of its
nature and its truths revelation cannot
be accepted unless the witness to this
revelation be sufficiently credible. The
marks of credibility are of two kindsthe character of the witness, and the
nature of the message. The witness
must be some "institution, some human
personal thing" articulate and permanent, "some Divine voice permanently
present on earth" teaching what men
would not otherwise know. The message should claim to teach infallibly
and with authority. It should be a
mutually supporting system of dogma
possessing "mysteries" because "all
final affirmations must include mystery". It should be "central", confirming truths already known and explaining the system of the Universe. Conscious of its Truth, it demands assent,
and will therefore be opposed; conscious of its Authority, it will command

the wills of men, and will therefore
be persecuted. But "to those that
have an appreciation thereof" it will be
holy.
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(From Fr. Lilly's Diary)

St. Thomas Day.

This afternoon I wandered about the narrow
"I don't know when I have enjoyed a program
streets of ancient Jerusalem with no very definil e
more." Thus did Fr. Prindeville comment on this
objective in view. I dare say these streets are the
year's St. Thomas Day program-and, indeed, not
most curious one can see anywhere. Their averwithout reason. From the interesting and scholarly sermon of Fr. Schmucker during the solemn
age width is ten to twelve feet. In many places
mass in the morning, to the Latin allocution of Fr.
they are completely arched over, and
Levan bringing the day's festivities to a close, the
every fifteen or twenty feet there is a
Curious
hole in the roof to admit air and light.
program was an intellectual treat.
Streets
Dwellings are constructed right over
Mr. Singleton's was the honor of opening the
the streets. On either side are the soevening's entertainment with a paper on "St.
called bazaars-little stores or shops-where alThomas, Apostle of Our Times". He was followed
most everything imaginable is on sale. These
by Mr. Cyril Le Fevre who read a masterly comstores resemble little caves. They are arched,
nosition on "The God of Materialistic Science".
about fifteen feet wide and twenty deep, with no
Mr. Zimmerman then clearly and conclusively set
windows or opening of any kind save at the front,
forth "The God of Catholic Theology". The subwhich is entirely open during the day, and closed
ject of the debate was "Jesus Christus est verus
at night with boards and iron bars.
Deus", and Mr. Richardson ably demonstrated the
The odor in these enclosed streets is perhaps
thesis and then defended it against the heretical
the foulest that ever offended human nostrils,
attacks of Mr. Rebenack. Mr. Guvot next offered
and when one emerges from these quasi-subterobjections against the existence of God which Mr.
ranean passages he imagines that his
Richardson 'showed to be without foundation.
Finally, Fr. Levan proposed a difficulty and after
clothing is permeated with the odor.
PotOn sale you find all manner of oriental
several minutes of debate admitted himself
pourri
delectables-cheese,
funny
looking
worsted.
bread and cakes, fried meat balls,
Orchestrations under the direction of Fr. Sasheep meat, etc. In spite of the narrowness of the
racini and two selections by the "Falso Bardoni"
streets and their arrangement in steps, one sees
choir prevented the program from becoming moasses and camels traveling them; no autos or wagnotonous. A special feature was a piano solo by
ons, however. The costumes of the natives are
Mr. Kingsley.
as strange as the shops.
"Johneen"
The Jews, not only here but throughout PalesSt. Patrick's day witnessed the staging of
tine, are greatly in the minority. The average is
another play from the pen of a local playwright.
perhaps not more than one hundred thousand
To Mr. Mullarkey goes the credit for an evening
Jews throughout Palestine to seven hundred thouof enjoyment occasioned by the presentation of
sand Arabs, and perhaps one hundred thousand
"Johneen", a melodrama of Irish family life.
Christians. There are twenty-five different reMichael Gallagher (Mr. Mullarkey) has a son,
livious bodies represented here, divided up among
John Gallagher (Mr. Stamm),
Christians.
Moslems, Jews and
who is about to journey to the
Of the latter there are ProtesStates to seek his fortune. In
tants and Catholics, and the
Holy Thur
sday
Act I a group of friends are
Catholics are divided into Latin,
together at the Galgathered
Armenian, Syrian, Greek Orthothe night before
cottage
lagher
lace
and
cost
tly
gold
Glistening
recently
.A.
C
M.
Y.
The
dox.
the departure. Amono them
And flowersSof everly clime
erected a magnificent building
are Corney Kane (Mr. Kennealwith. gleaming lights on marble
here. The Latin Patriarch has
ly), Deliah Salmon (Mr. Kane),
is
feast
sublime.
th
Proclaim
anyhave
forbidden Catholics to
and Paddy Salmon (Mr. Chapthing to do with the "Yimka",
With calm and rythmic dignity,
linski). Also present are Magas it is called.
And censeirs swinging low,
vie Gallagher, the mother of
Athwart the ea rth this Thursday morn
John (portrayed by Rev. Mr.
The houses are all built of
The Lamb moves tcSand fro.
I
Richardson), an uncle, Owen Mchouse
brick
or
frame
a
stone;
have as yet failed to see. In the
Cabe (Mr. Mullen), and John's
In lofty lane anid chapel small
modern section of the city there
The same processio>n goes,
younger brother Ambrose (Mr.
are some magnificent stone
Durbin). Act II, several years
While fervent hearts like tapers mary

buildings.

The Altar of Repo,se.
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EL-KUBEIBEH, PALESTINE. This
is a small village lying in the hills
about seven miles northwest of Jerusalem and has been identified with
some degree of probability with the
Emmaus of St. Luke's Gospel. Like
every other spot in the Holy Land
where events of our Lord's life transpired, it has become a place of devotion for Catholic pilgrims. Thirty-one
years ago the German Society of the
Holy Land acquired a hill top here,
which at the time of the purchase was
a desolate waste. The hill top was
bare of vegetation, all the soil having
been washed down into the surrounding
valleys, and only the limestone ledge
left. Father Wilhelm Mueller, C. M.,
was sent there to superintend the erection of a hospice for pilgrims and to
beautify the spot. Today with justifiable pride Father Mueller shows visitors
about the gardens and explains how he
had fifty thousand loads of dirt hauled
up "from below and how he planted
trees and shrubs, made walks, etc.
During his thirty years this venerable
confrere has had many experiences,
especially in 1917 when the British
soldiers came to Palestine. Kubeibeh
is within easy driving distance of Jerusalem, and because of its rare beauty
it has grown to be a popular resort
for the English and German residents
who in large numbers motor out on a
Sunday afternoon to have tea and
enjoy a game of tennis.

Beginning next school-year, any
youngster desiring to enter the Community will have to put in thirteen
years of preparation instead of the
usual twelve. A fifth year is going to
be added to the course at the Cape.
This change will affect all classes from
the present Junior class down to the
Freshmen.
Sometime during next school-year,
half the Seniors (the present Junior
class) will be chosen for the Novitiate,
and the other half will be required to
put in a fifth year at Cape.

FORT DAUPHIN, MADAGASCAR.
Not long ago this island, dear to the
Congregation because of the care St.
Vincent bestowed upon it, lost in the
person of James Crouzet, C. M., its
Vicar Apostolic. Our confrere was
born in France in 1849 and having entered the Community in 1873 spent
his entire life in foreign missions. In
1888 he was chosen Vicar Apostolic of
Ethiopia but left this post when in
1896 Eriteria became a colony of Italy.
He was then named as Vicar Apostolic
of Fort Dauphin where very soon his
efforts brought about a large increase
in the number of Christians. When
he arrived there he found but 1000
Christians and at the date of his death
there were more than 30,000.
HOPEI, CHINA. The new Prefecture
of Shuntehfu. Hopei Province, has
been erected
by
division of the
Vicariate of Chengtingful. It is to be
placed in charge of our Polish confreres.
ROME, ITALY. The reading of the
decree "Tuto" for the solemn beatification of Ven. Catherine Laboure took

place this month before the Holy
Father. This is the final stage of the
cause which will be crowned with
Beatification this May.

"August 10, 1905. Fr. Barr announced
that Fr. Finney had granted an afternoon of seperation with the Novices as
a fit closing for the Gasconade trip,
and that there would be a baseball
game between the two bodies. At twofifteen we went over to the Novices'
grounds to chat and eat watermelon
until the time for the ball game. Mr.
Brennan pitched for the Novices and
outdueled Mr. Reed, who gave way to
Mr. Foulks in the eighth inning ... The
students were glad to see the Novices
win as it meant everything to them."
"April 30, 1907. Messrs. H. Burke, W.
Quinn, F. Coupal and E. Fuller were
received into the Novitiate of the Little
Company this evening."
"March 17, 1912. Entertainment was
a great success. Mr. Coupal has formed
an excellent orchestra. Mr. Lavelle
surprised quite a number by his skillful executions on the piano .

. .Mr.

Sheehan spoke appreciatively and in
jocular vein of the 'Optimism of the
Gael'. Mr. Flavin drew a splendid picture of the 'Irish Peasant'. Mr. Dowd
wove into a rich field of fancy the
golden thread of 'St. Vincent de Paul's
Love and Labor for Ireland'. Fr. Gregory made the closing address and, in
his droll way, paid many a pleasing
tribute to Ireland, her sons and her
descendants.
"November 5, 1913. Mr. Furlong returned from St. Louis today. He has
great confidence in his new eye doctor."
"May 25, 1917. 'Bee industry' under
special supervision of Mr. M. J. Dillon
has become quite extensive. Site of
former tennis court is being ploughed
by Mr. O'Day. Beans are to be planted so the story goes."
"May 26, 1917. Messrs. Herbert Sheldon,
Edward Brennan, Anthony
Robida, Richard Sherlock and Brian
Dillon were received into the Novitiate
this evening about 5 p. m. This is the
first class that has been received since
Fr. McWilliams became Reverend Director. His reception conference was
very short. There are at present 24
Novices. Not for the past ten years
has there been so large a number of
Novices. They outnumber the students
by 2.
"January 8, 1924. Mr. Theriac takes
charge of the culinary department.
Good eats! Priests take seconds on
soup-first time in the history of the
institution."
"September 7, 1925. The new officers
for the coming year take their respective rooms and enter upon the
duties of office. Mr. G. A. O'Malley
succeeds Mr. E. E. Darby as doyen;
Mr. B. Guibord supplants Mr. E. R.
Vohs as bell ringer; and Mr. Frank
("Poncho") Murphy takes the office as
Care of Poverty in place of Mr. C.
O'Malley.

Fr. Weldon recently wrote an article
for the "Catholic Herald" published in
Louisiana. Although short, the composition was in Fr. Weldon's usual
style: simple, straightforward, forceful.
It showed the necessity of Catholic
thought, which is to be stimulated by
reading Catholic newspapers
and
periodicals. Once the correct line of
Catholic action is determined upon, it
must be followed out, cost what it may.
Fr. Jourdan, at the Prep in Los Angeles, humorously describes the earthquake: "I was sitting at my desk,
thinking of nothing in particular, when
I had a funny sensation. There was
noise and the building was doing the
Charleston. I looked up at the corner
of my room and it was shaking like
jello. I decided it must be an earthquake, and listened to the rafters
squeak."
An article in "The Tidings" of Los
Angeles recently gave praise to our
missionaries, Frs. Overberg and Coupal. Said "The Tidings" of Fr. Overberg: "Father Overberg's gentle and
kindly manner combined with a fervent eloquence and ready wit have
won for him enviable success as a
missionary throughout the middle west."
Concerning Fr. Coupal the paper reported: "Father Coupal has had phenomenal success as a missionary and
preacher in St. Louis and Chicago."
Our two confreres opened the mission
at St. Vincent's Church on March 26.
It is for Catholics and non-Catholics
alike.
If you would hear Fr. Coyne preach,
droD into the Cathedral at St. Louis
of a Sunday evening. Services begin at
7:30. Every Sunday during Lent, at
these services, you may listen to
Father, and it is our firm conviction
that the speaker will never tire you.
Fr. Stephen Paul Hueber recently
gave a retreat to 30 Daughters of Charity at St. Joseph's hospital in Chicago.
After the retreat was over, he journeyed to Syracuse, New York, for a short
visit.
Fr. McCabe conducted a retreat for
99 daughters of Charity at Marillac
Seminary during the month of March.

Fr. Walter Quinn recently returned
to the Barrens from St. Louis, where
he had been giving a retreat to the
Sisters of Mercy.
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HELP! HELP!
"Music hath charms to soothe a savage breast,
to soften rocks, to bend a knotted oak."
The Seminary orchestra tries its best to do
honor to the above truth, but it is handicapped by
a sorry lack of instruments. Many are the musicians on the Students' side at present, and not a
few the promising players who will pronounce
their vows in the near future but, alas, of what
avail this talent if there are no instruments upon
which to give it vent.
Hence, we appeal to the confreres of the various houses to cast a glance about the basement,
parlor, attic and other parts of the house to see if,
perchance, there are any musical instruments lying idly about. If there are, and you should wish
to do an act of kindness to your younger confreres,
forward these instruments to the Barrens here,
where they will be greatly appreciated and put to
pratical use. The orchestra promises to furnish a
man for any instrument sent, be it trumpet,
saxaphone, clarinet, violin, trombone, cornet or
any other. Orchestral equipment will likewise be
gratefully received. Contributions may be sent in
care of the De Andrein.
NOTABLE VINCENTIANS
Most Rev. Francois Verdier, C. M. D. D.

Francois Verdier was born March 1, 1856, at
Lunel (Herault); it was there he received his elementary education. Upon the completion of his
primary studies, he entered the "Petit Seminaire"
of Montpellier, where, under the tutelage of the
sons of St. Vincent, his soul was nourished and
strengthened in its vocation and his intellect was
developed by that routine of classical studies for
which the secondary schools of France, especially
those for the formation of aspirants to the priesthood, are famed. This course he finished in his
eighteenth year.
The next step was the "Grand Seminaire". But
M. Verdier sensed a call from God and it led him to
the door of the Maison-Mere of the Congregation
of the Mission. His entrance into the novitiate is
dated December 7, 1874. The years of probation
passed, he pronounced his vows; then followed the
ordinary cycle of philosophical and theological
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studies until his ordination to the priesthood, May
22, 1880.
The aptitude of Fr. Verdier for the abstract
sciences had been in evidence throughout his formative years and his superiors now directed him
to make full use of his talent. Thus began a long
life of service, a service that took the form of
teaching; first at Nice, then Marseilles, finally
Monpellier; for twenty-four years he taught.
With what success he fulfilled his duties is best
garnered from the testimony of those who were
his pupils and their testimony is legion. In the
interim he received, at Rome, the doctorate in
Theology (1887) and in Philosophy (1888). To
his professorial office had been added in 1895 the
superior's burden at the "Grand Seminaire" of
Montpellier.
There came the interruption of 1903, and the
consequent dispersion. Fr. Verdier was sent to
Rome as Director of studies at the InterIn 1904 he was made
national House.
Superior of a Seminary at Noto, in Sicily.
His ability for organization as well as his
undeniable scholarly genius won the admiration
of the bishop of Noto and the latter wished to
make him his coadjutor. Fr. Verdier, however,
was unwilling to don the mitre and continued his
work in the Seminary for many years.
In 1914 was held a General Assembly to choose
a successor for M. Fiat. M. Villette was elected;
as one of his assistants was named M. Verdier.
The new Superior-General died November 7, 1916,
and. the World War preventing an Assembly, the
duties were taken over by the first assistant. He
too died in 1918, and the burden of directing the
With the
double family fell upon M. Verdier.
close of the war a General Assembly became possible; it was convoked in September, 1919, and M.
Verdier was elected Superior-General-the seventeenth successor of St. Vincent.
A kindly Providence seems to have ordained the
election of M. Verdier at a time when, by reason of
the war, rehabilitation and reorganization were
the needs of the hour. An organizing spirit akin
to that of St. Vincent was demanded; it was found
in M. Verdier. Too long and too involved would
be an attempt to narrate the success of his labors.
A glance at Personnel reveals the growth of the
Little Company since 1919; the Daughters of
Charity count 40,000 members. The works of
the double family are numerous and successful.
Not only within the double family was M. Verdier regarded with high esteem. Dignitaries of
the Church; Cardinal Verdier, Archbishop of
Paris, and His Excellency, Mgr. Maglione, Apostolic Nuncio to France, honored him with their
friendship; The Republic of France recognized
his greatness when President Doumergtue, in its
name, pinned upon his breast the Cross of the
Legion of Honor.
Such a life could not but merit a happy death.
With serene confidence in God, M. Verdier, advised of the approach of death by many complications extending over a period of several months,
awaited the moment when God should consider his
chalice of merit filled. It came January 25, 1933.
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later, shows John in the States highly
successful as a radio singer under the
management of Tad Morton (Mr.
Clark). In spite of the fact that here
he has everything money can buy, John
is lonesome for the land of his birth,
his parents, and the old familiar faces.
This act is also notable for the appearance of Mr. Philip Le Fevre as Dawson
the butler. Act III takes us back
to the little cottage in Ireland
where we see John reunited with his
family and friends, and feel assured
that happy days are ahead.
The play was a perfect vehicle for
the Irish humor with which it abounded, and for the many old-favorite songs
such as "I'll Take You Home Again,
Kathleen", and "That Old Irish Mother
of Mine".
BASEBALL
"But there is no joy in Mudvillemighty Casey has struck out".
There was just enough warmth from
the sun to keep the players comfortable, and barely sufficient chill in the
wind to make the six or more spectators uneasy, when the Students played
the first baseball game of the season.
From the mound, "Speed" Mahoney
was whizzing them in to catcher Roche
with the vigor of mid-season form, and
the batters were more than a little inclined to put the foot in the proverbial "bucket". On the other team,
McDonnell, behind the plate, was
reaching for the curves of "Big Moose"
Mullen which were a stumbling block
to the aspirations of too eager hitters.
Roche, first man to face pitcher
Mullen, swung at a pitch and fouled.
Twice more he fouled. The next ball
was a curve across the outside corner
of the plate and again the batter
swung. "Pop" went the ball into the
catcher's mitt for the first strikeout of
the year. Credit for the first hit went
to first-baseman Cashman, for the first
run to catcher McDonnell, for the first
error to third-baseman Watterson.
In the fifth inning Mullen, with the
game already won, yielded the pitching burden to Mathews; Mahoney
went the limit of the seven inning
game. The final score: 5-1. Losing

Books recently acquired by the library
include:
Medieval Europe........ Sydney Brown
Abilities of Man........... Spearman
The Forgotten God...................
Rt. Rev. Francis Kelley, D. D.
The newspaper and radio have glorified the forgotten man. The zealous
priest in his parish, the philosophic
priest in his university has endeavored
to demonstrate the cause and cure of
the evil. His Excellency Bishop Kelley synthesises the pleadings of the
one with the proofs of the other, and
has produced a splendid medium: a
booklet smacking of philosophy, yet
intelligible to the most common reader;
a treatise redolent with Catholic dogma,
yet bound to be appreciated by the
most protesting Protestant. Does not
this, his aim, sound like the spiritual
echo of the "New Deal"; to restore "to
honest minds and good hearts a faith
in God and His law, that suffers in
these days from thoughtless and unjust
attacks"? .. . "I hold that the more
God becomes the forgotten, the more
surely man becomes the neglected and
degraded. I hold that it is because so
many men have forgotten God that
God has forgotten man".
There is not one statesman who will
dare to refute a single argument in his
chapter on Justice-they have learned
at last that it is a Cardinal virtue;
there is not one educator who will raise
an objection to his treatment of Education; not one Christian who will doubt
that which he says of Prayer: "It is
not new plans and new taxes we need,
but more prayers. It is not the greatness of genius that is wanted in us,
but the simplicity of humility. It is not
an Augustus, a Richilieu, or a Mussolini who is the world's greatest need.
It is God." Recently a typical Christian, in the "simplicity of his humility,"
recognized that fact and, in his inaugural address, asked for aid from

pitcher:

Father Smith has the distinction of
being the first one to make ice cream
in Poyang, the opportunity being afforded him by a lot of natural ice that
would otherwise have gone to waste.
He got a gallon tin can, cut a hole in
the lid, made a paddle, and attached
a brace for a handle. He put this
can in a bucket and surrounded it with
ice. After about an hour's hard work
turning the brace, the mixture of powdered milk, cocoa, chocolate malted

Mahoney.
MISCELLANEA
No third year Theologians will be
ordained for China this year.
The Provincial Assembly will convene on May 9.
VISITORS
Many were the visitors to the Seminary during the month of March.
From St. Louis came our Very Rev.
Visitor, Fr. Flavin, to remain for
several days. Likewise from St. Louis
came Frs. Martin and Theriac; from
New Orleans (where he had spent part

GOD. Faithful hearts from one side
of the Country to the other were set
on fire by that spark of reliance on
the forgotten One-they prayed. And
what results in consequence have we
not seen within a single month?
We fear that this candle will, to the
world at large-and especially to the
forgetting man-remain hidden under a
bushel. If only Priests would read and
preach it-for it is rich oratory; if only
Christians would buy and spread itfor it is the refinement of literature-

milk, eggs, sugar, etc., had been converted into a not unpalatable concoction. The process was repeated for
some days as long as the ice lasted.

of his vacation) Fr. Nuss; from Cape,
Frs. G. O'Malley, Monaghan, P. O'Malley, Vidal, Kuchler, Phoenix, Mr. C.
Corcoran and Bro. Walt.

what great and lasting results could
we not expect to see thereby effected!
It is not a Book of the Month; it
cannot be, for it is a Book of the Hour.

"Father.Lloyd requests a little publicity for his address. Here it is: Catholic Mission Residence, YUSHAN,
Kiangsi, China. The dialect in this
district is entirely different from that
used around Fuchow and Poyang, so
that Father Lloyd had to learn the
language all over again. This difference was brought home very forcibly
to him. One evening there were
rumors that the Reds were somewhere
near, and Father Lloyd went to bed
with that idea in mind. In the middle of the night he was awakened
by a hullabaloo outside. The first person he met was Father Sagader, who
said to him: "Fee!" Father Lloyd
thought the man was trying to say
"Flee!", meaning

the Reds

were

in

town. So off they went together,
Father Sagader leading the way, Father Lloyd a close second, and they
were part of a large crowd. On rounding a corner they saw flames coming from the orphanage. Some junk
in a store room there was burning, and
Father Lloyd learned that "Fee" in the
Yushan dialect means "fire".
Bishop Sheehan and Father Misner visited Teng Kia, where Father
Bereswill spent Christmas. Father
Misner describes the place: "While the
faith is warm there, the place decidedly is not. The Mission properties are
a made-over common house of the
village about 50 by 30 ft. Two walls
constructed along the 30 ft. way form
the chapel. There are two rooms for
the priest, but-there has been no
repair work on it for the last ten or
more years; the roof leaks; there are
spaces almost a foot wide between the
old walls and the walls of the church;
much of the glass in the windows is
broken. Add a temperature of 20 degrees F. with no fire, and you can
picture for yourself its delightful comforts. On Sunday, when the Bishop
was giving the Asperges, the Holy Water was frozen to a slush. After Mass
he remarked: 'That is the first time
in my life that I have used Holy
Ice!' "
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The Students are sure to enjoy the days of the
Provincial Assembly. They have vowed to work
all the days of their lives in the ConThey are
Hail
gregation of the Mission.
Confreres more than anxious to know the confreres in whose company and under
whose guidance they are to spend their lives.
They, therefore, delight in the opportunity
afforded by this assembly to meet and welcome so
many of the priests.
They see in the delegates the most representative body of Missionaries to come within the realm
of their experience. The Student preparing to

Students 16-Novices 5
The "Annals" on August 10, 1905, record that
"the Students were glad to see the Novices win the

take up the work of St. Vincent de Paul sees in
each delegate not only an individual priest of the
Mission but the representative of the many other
confreres who, scattered throughout the Western
Province, are them•-,,
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tend the assembly
but must remain at
their posts to see

that the work of St.
Vincent is carried
on. He sees a great
number of the men
who have breathed
in the spirit of their
Holy Founder during the days of
their
formation
here at the Barrens
and have gone out
and
proven
the
value of that spirit
in our own times
and in our own
country.
He sees
priests who apply

baseball game as it meant everything to them".
Very few times since 1905 have there been occasions of rejoicing over Novices' victories-victories for the Novices have been few and far between. This year was no exception.
While five visiting priests: Fathers Sheldon,
Darby, Feltz, P. O'Malley and Kuchler looked onand thought of the days when they were making
baseball history at the Seminary-the Student
nine was turning the baseball game into a batting
spree and the Novices were trying to keep the
score within reasonable limits. Three pitchers:
Messrs. Smith, Gieselman and Dailey were used by
the Novices in an effort to stem the tide-all to no
When the
avail.
ynr
i g hd
i-tnth i11111111
1nn1•U11
nII
i
put an end to the
one - sided contest
the score board
showed
16 runs
for the Students, 5
for the Novices.
Fr. Quinn came
out to the diamond

during the third inning when the score
was 2-0 in favor of

the Novices and it

still looked as if the
younger confreres
had some chance to
come off victorious.
But this foretaste
of victory was
short-lived and Fr.
The Bi shop's S;acristy
Quinn retired dur(Seee Page 31)
with success the
ing a later inning
lessons which he is himself striving to master. He
having seen one more Novice team go down in deis encouraged to take up this work with greater
feat as had many another before it.
zeal by his personal contact with the representaCaptain of the Novices (although he did not
tives of the Western Province. Welcome, thereplay) was Fr. Dundas; captain and first baseman
fore, delegates, as the embodiment of Vincentian
for the Students was Mr. Mullen. On the mound
ideals!
for the Students during the full nine innings was
But your visit will not only provoke your
Mr. Wm. Mahoney.
younger confreres to the contemplation of the
Mission Activities.
Vincentian ideal. It will be a time to
Hello
greet you as our friends. Many of you
At the last meeting of the Stephen Vincent
Friends have directed our steps to the communiRyan Unit of the Catholic Student's Mission Cruty. Others have had the care of us
sade, it was decided to hold the annual bazaar
since we came to the Little Company. Some have
about the middle of May, the exact day to be set
formerly been our professors and have taught us
by the officers of the Society. The proceeds from
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 4)
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World News.
PARIS, FRANCE. When the body
of Sister Catherine Laboure was exhumed for canonical recognition, it was
found to be intact. The hands which
at the time of the Apparition to the
Sister rested on the knees of our
Blessed Mother to receive the Miraculous Medal are well preserved and
flesh pink in color. May 28th has been
set as the date for the beatification of
Sister Catherine.
KIANGSI, CHINA. Some interesting sidelights on the troubled conditions in China, particularly trustworthy
because they repesent first hand information, are presented by Fr. Misner in
a recent letter.
The American papers and peridoicals,
Fr. Misner writes, are not wholly reliable because they contain much misAcinformation and half-truths.
cording to Fr. Misner, because of the
difference between our civilization and
that of the Orient the only fair judge
is one who has spent a great deal of
time in the East; and that one is seldom rash enough to publish his viewpoints. "China is not a nation, but a
state of mind; there is no such thing as
government over here." Perhaps the
most unfortunate feature of the troubled state of affairs is that the presence of one truly patriotic leader of
ability in the government could forestall them.
But the Vicariate manages to carry
on under these difficulties which, excepting in the Poyang section, recurred rather constantly during the past
year. Much good is being done among
the refugees from cities taken over by
the Red armies. Administering to the
needs of these refugees offers many
excellent opportunities to plant in them
the seed of Faith; to which can be
added the good effect of such charitable works on the minds of the pagan
officials and leading men. The works
of charity performed by the missionaries of the Hanyang district during
the serious floods some years ago are
today bringing in much fruit and our
confreres are hoping that their efforts
will be similarly rewarded.
JERUSALEM, PALESTINE. When
Fr. Lilly suffered a slight attack of the
grippe some weeks ago, he decided that

a change of scenery and air and a short
rest would do him good. So he journeyed to the Sea of Galilee and spent
a week at the Hospice of St. Vincent,
which is under the direction of our
affable and jovial confrere, Fr. Toepper, C. M.
The Hospice is a charming place,
situated right at the water's edge, quiet
and peaceful. The gardens surrounding it are filled with orange trees, and
the trees with ripe oranges very sweet
and juicy.
Fr. Lilly spent a great deal of his

time walking, riding on the water in a
skiff and motor boat, and driving about
the surrounding neighborhood in an
automobile. He returned to Jerusalem
and to work feeling fine.
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Father Weldon has very kindly forwarded to us three programs commemorative of the tenth anniversary of
the reopening of the Seminary of St.
Mary's of the Barrens. And as we
glance through these programs of 1896
we see some names that are now but
memories and others that are quite as
familiar as our own. The celebration
for the occasion consisted of three
separate entertainments. In the program for the morning of December the
eighth we see Mr. Pat. Finney rendering an English translation of the
hymn "Praeclara Custos Virginum".
Mr. Joseph M. Feeley defends the
Dogma of the Immaculate Conception
against the objections of Mr. Thomas
Finney. The entertainment in the
evening consisted of orations and
poems, interspersed with songs. The
opening number was an address by Mr.
T. Finney, "St. Mary's, Our Home". Rev.
M. M. Gregory spoke on "Mary Immaculate, Protectress of Our Seminary".
"The Ecclesiastical Seminary" was the
title of an oration delive"ed by Mr. T.
Levan. Among the singers we find a
a quartet of Mr. T. Devine, Tenor, Mr.
J. M. Le Sage, Soprano, Mr. J. M. Murray, Alto, and Mr. T. Levan, Bass.
The "Memorare" was interpreted by a
group of singers including Rev. M. M.
Gregory and Mr. P. H. McDonnell,
Tenors, Mr. J. J. Cody and Mr. T. Devine, Sopranos, Mr. J. M. Feeley and
Mr. T. Ryan, Altos, Mr. M. S. Ryan
and Mr. A. A. Malloy, Basses. The
most original number was a song "Our
Alma Mater", with words by Mr. J. M.
Feeley and music by Mr. J. J. Cody.
The singers were: Messrs. T. Ryan, Jas.
Helinski and J. M. Le Sage. The entire
student body joined in the chorus of
this number.
The boys of the Apostolic School,
then attached to the Seminary, entertained on the afternoon and night of
the ninth. In the afternoon there was
a drill by St. Mary's Battalion. The
Major of the Battalion was J. J. Barton;
the Captain of Company A, Francis
Moser, the Captain of Company B,
Dennis Duggan, and the Drum Major,
J. Reid. At the evening entertainment
we find among the several numbers
"Mary Immaculate, Our Mother", an
oration by John Cronin; a violin duet
"Veni Jesu, Amor Mi", arranged by
Rev. M. M. Gregory, with John Kearney, first violin, Richard Wuerst, secinr violin, and several other attractive
features including the grand finale by
the College Orchestra'.
"June 17, 1917. Messrs. Dillon and
Ward hauling material for fences and
tool house to site of proposed 'grotto'.
Mr. Kernaghan is installing a punchReports
ing bag platform in 'gym'.
have it that Brother Walter entered

the bull pasture this morning in an
auto and gave our bull 'Buxtona
Wayne' a merry chase-leave it to Walt
to do the 'wild west stunts'."
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Province News
Not long ago the "Catholic Herald"
and the "Catholic Action of the South",
two papers published in Louisiana,
printed an appeal to Pastors.
The
appeal was made by Fr. Thomas Weldon and was truly Vincentian in character. The "Herald" read in part:
"If God has blessed you so that you
can treat yourselves to new, up-to-date
Missals, Altar Cards and Vestments,
give your old ones to your less fortunate brother priests who have poor
parishes and outmissions unprovided
for decent or proper celebration of
Catholic worship in the Holy Mass or
Benediction.
"The eleven old missals given me by
the Jesuit Fathers at Loyola have all
been claimed by country Pastors. Send
me your old ones and any discarded
linens, albs, corporals, purificators, finger towels and worn or torn vestments.
I'll get them mended and cleaned and
will advertise in the "Herald" what I
have to give away. Let us help one
another. It hurts to hear a hardworking priest begging for an old Benediction veil or some linen. Write or
phone me. I will collect from churches
in New Orleans."
Fr. Vidal was celebrant at St. Vincent's Church in Cape Girardeau on
Easter Sunday. His assistants were
Fr. Phoenix, Deacon, and Mr. Clarence
Corcoran,Subdeacon. The sermon was
preached by Fr. Stack.
A most noteworthy feature of the
Mass was the inauguration of the first
parochial choir to sing within the sanctuary. It was composed of men and
boys, divided into two equal groups.
The men composed one group, the boys
the other, and each group alternated
in the singing of the Mass.
Los Angeles College has chosen Fr.
Taugher to accompany Fr. Harvey to
the Provincial Assembly. The College
will finish school on June 12. News received from the College indicates that
the recent earthquake was instrumental in bringing many of the Angelinos
back to their religious duties ....
Fr.
Brown's Latin classes are going along
at a good clip. The Livy class seemed
to get quite a bit of enjoyment from
translating Hannibal's wars with Rome.
A form of "socialized procedure" is
used in the parsing of sentences and
meets with fair success.
Some time ago Fr. Jourdan was given
an opportunity to revive a favorite exercise of his. A strong wind broke off
a tree in front of the Seminary. The
wreckage had to be cleared away and
thus was an occasion offered to Fr.
Jourdan of once again wielding his
axe.

There are so many Jews in the
neighborhood of the College that it is
said Fr. Lilly would feel as much at
home there as he does in Jerusalem.
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The flowers, the trees, the twilight sky, and
the birds are throwing their beauty at the feet of
Our Lady of the Barrens. They are nature's tribute, in color and sound, to the Queen of the May.
Who can see the lilac, the peony, and the tulip;
the apple blossom, the morning-glory, and the
clover: yet say they are no mirror to the loveliness
that God has fashioned in his Mother?
But what of the worship given Mary by the
future "other Christ", her "other" son? Just as
in the radiance of the flower, so there is symbolism also in his external practice of visiting his
Mother's shrine and fingering her Rosary. Yet
if external symbolism were the limit of his service, he would do more poorly than the flower.
He would be offering but a half-and the poorer
half-of his gifts; the flower is offering all it has.
The flower is refusing nothing; it has no mind to
reflect on Mary's dignity and sanctity, no heart to
throb to her tenderness and sweetness. The
son of Mary would sadden his Mother's heart if he
were to refuse this better half of the service she
justly claims.
THE BISHOP'S SACRISTY
When a little over a century ago a band of
pioneer priests, missionaries and apostles, arrived
at Saint Mary's of the Barrens to establish the
first institution of higher learning west of the
Mississippi, there soon arose on the site selected
for the new seminary a number of log cabins
which served the small establishment as church,
sacristy, community-house and class-room. With
the appointment of Father Rosati as the first
Bishop of Saint Louis came the building of the
stone church. Soon just as the log church had
been replaced by one of stone, so too were the
other cabins" replaced by substantial brick buildings.
As the Seminary grew and prospered, the old
log cabins that remained about the grounds
gradually were abandoned and under the disintegrating actions of the elements decayed and fell
into ruin. Finally near the front entrance of the
Seminary grounds there was left but one old dilapidated cabin, which tradition tells us had been
the sacristy of Bishop Rosati in the early days
when he dwelt here and fulfilled his arduous role
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of superior of the community and bishop of the
diocese. Time had dealt harshly with the old cabin
:The hot rays of many, a mid-summer's sun had
parched and dried up the rough-hewn logs. The
rains of many springs and the melting snows of
many winters had gradually covered the shingled
roof with a heavy green coat of moss. The plaster
and mud chunks between the logs had fallen out;
the door hung dejectedly and lopsided on one
rusty hinge. But oblivion was not to be the fate
of the old sacristy.
There were those who remembered its past
history and they resolved to preserve it for future
generations as a memorial of the early days. So
the old cabin was taken on its first journey. Carefully dismantled, it was re-erected in the center of
the noviate grounds near the old site of the Guardian Angel statue.
Here it stayed for many a year. Time again was
dealing harshly with the old timbers. Those who
had striven to preserve it passed away from the
Seminary, and with their departure, passed the
memory of what it once had been. But time was
not to destroy it; its days of travel were not yet
finished. Once more it was to be moved. Through
the beneficence of kind-hearted friends and the
influence of those who remembered what it had
once been, the old cabin was to be preserved as one
of the treasured relics of the pioneer days at
Saint Mary's.
So last fall the old sacristy was moved to a new
location in the center of the novices' old tennis
court, near the community cemetery. Here it was
placed on a concrete foundation. Missing logs
were replaced. The tar paper was taken off the
roof and replaced by wooden shingles, similar to
those that had formerly covered it; new caulking
was plastered between the logs. Overhead was
erected a large arched stone pavilion, which adds
much to the grounds by its rustic beauty and simplicity, and which will safely protect the old cabin
from the destructive action of the weather.
The rough-cut stones of native limestone, laid in
irregular courses, are sharply outlined by the
black mortar. The four-gabled roof, covered with
variegated slate and surmounted by a copper
cross forms a comnosite whole that blends well
with the surroundings. Within are to be preserved relics of Bishop Rosati and his fellowpioneers.
So the old sacristy will stand, a memorial of those early days in the history of Saint
Mary's, a symbol of that ardent missionary spirit
and unquenchable zeal for souls which enflamed
the hearts of those noble priests of God and an inspiration to the sons of Saint Mary's of a later
date, that they too may be filled with that same
zealous spirit.
Welcome Delegates
(Continued from Page 1)

in the class-room and out of it. Many of you we
have come to know at Camp when you visited us
during the vacation time. All of you have shown
your interest in the student body in one way or
another. The Students look forward to meeting
you all again. Welcome, then, delegates, as our
benefactors and friends!
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS
In a letter bearing Easter greetings
to the students Father Bereswill includes several noteworthy events. He
informs us that Father Theunissen is
daily feeding three hundred refugees
who have been driven from their
homes in Kimki and Suwan and are
living in Fuchow for the present. To
feed the poor was a work of charity
which St. Vincent most heartily recommended to the Congregation; to
see it practiced under such unsettled
conditions as obtain in China is inspiring. Likewise does Father Bereswill
describe his efforts to keep the church
and mission compound together against
the depredations of the Chinese
"soldiers" ever ready to "take anything unstable or moveable".
Father Moore begins a letter with a
note on the appreciation of a missionary for a letter from America. It
sounds very much like a hint. "Fr.
'Big' Dunker", he writes, "underwent
an operation for the removal of his
appendix." Shortly afterwards he was
allowed to get up in order to say mass
but the doctors kept him at the hospital until quite well. Letters of later
date confirm the report of his complete recovery, Father Lloyd mentioning that he was to be changed from
his present mission station. Father
Smith and "short" Father Dunker are
"going at the lingo as if it were play.
They seem to pick it up fast". Incidentally Father Moore finds that
teaching Theology to these men utilizes
to advantage all his spare time.
Our missionaries, when things become too hum-drum, can usually
count on the Chinese "soldiers" to provide excitment, popping up, as they do,
unexpectedly and announced by the
aimless firing of rifles. Such an incident does Father Lloyd relate. Only
two shots were fired, but that was sufficient to arouse the whole town of
Yushan. The soldiers mounted the
walls and the people and the dogs
commenced an infernal din; thus was
the city to be defended against the

onslaught of the attacking army. On
the morrow it was discovered that two
soldiers had decided to rob some sugar
cane from a mill and their guns had
gone off.
Father Lloyd put his nose to a rather
unique use some time ago. Finding
himself outside the city of Yushan
with his passport where so many other
passports have been left, at home, he
approached the guard and mumbled
"my big nose is passport enough for
me". The guard laughed and let him

by. The noses of the Chinese are squat
and consequently to them the noses of
all foreigners appear large; for this
reason they sometimes refer to foreigners as " the big noses".

Th

Perryville News
(Continued from Page 1)
the bazaar will be divided evenly between the Missions and the Students'
fund.
A letter-writing guild has been established by the Society, the members of
the guild to be chosen from those
members of the Society who are willing
to join. The purpose of the guild is to
send a continuous and uniform supply
of correspondence to each and every
confrere in China. Everyone is aware
of the avidity with which news of the
confreres and the Community is received in China, and the guild hopes
that its worthy intention of aiding the
missionaries in this small way will be
crowned with success.
HOLY WEEK SPEAKERS
Fr. Nichols, who had preached at the
Seminary every Sunday evening during Lent, journeyed to Mobile during
Holy Week to deliver a sermon at St.
Patrick's on Holy Thursday. On that
same day Fr. Oscar Huber preached
here at the Church of the Assumption. The "Tre Ore" services on Good
Friday were conducted by Fr. Kuchler,
who conducted the same services last
year at the Cape. Good Friday night
Fr. Saracini was the speaker at the
Seminary while Fr. Comerford O'Malley spoke at St. Vincent's Church, Cape
Fr. Levan preached the
Girardeau.
sermon on Easter Sunday.
APRIL VISITORS
Fr. Pat Schmucker spent a few days
with hiq brother here at the Seminary
during the early part of April. Everyone was happily surprised to see Fr.
Henry Moore once again when he
stopped in for the day a short time
ago. During the second week of April,
Frs. G. O'Malley and Sherlock drove
up from Cape Girardeau to spend the
afternoon.
On Easter Monday Frs. Sheldon,
Dnrblv Feltz, P. O'Malley, Kuchler and
Mr. Clarence Corcoran saw the Students win the annual Easter baseball
game.
SPORTS
Spring weather and capable athletic
committees are responsible for a vigorous enthusiasm in outdoor sports.
Paseball seldom wants devotees and
baseball games are in order on all holidays during the springtime. Tennis
likewise has its followers and many
are the games that will be played on
the tennis court this spring and summer. Indoor has a short-lived season
beginning with the
spring,
each
lengthening of the daylight and ending
with the first heat of summer. Handball, alone, has no fixed season, and
enthusiasm for this game springs up
like a flame 'and as suddenly dies out.
Recently, throuc-h the efforts of Mr.
F Lynn a handball tournament was
stirred up. There were six teams in
the tournament, each team composed
of three players. The contest was one
of elimination, series of three games
each being played by the different
teams and the loser of each series be-

ing thus disqualified. When all other
teams had been disqualified, the one
remaining undefeated trio was Messrs.
Fox, Shugf and Stamm.
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BOOKS
Books recently acquired by the
library include:
Modern American Poetry..Untermeyer
Saint Albert the Great.....Schwertner
The Making of Europe........ Dawson
Charles Carroll of Carrollton....Gurn
Beveridge and the Progressive Era
Bowers
History of Medieval Europe. Thorndyke
Oxford Companion to English Literature ........................ Harvey
Elementary Psychology.........Gates
Saint Catherine of Sienna...Curtayne
American Poetry from the Beginning
to Whitman ............ Untermeyer
AUXILIARY LIBRARY
As our means permit, work is progressing in the Auxiliary Library. Thus
far three regulation book-stacks have
been erected by Mr. John Smith and
Mr. Thompson. These stacks have
been filled with the books of worth
that have been brought down from
the attics. Many books have been
brought over from the Main Library
because for long it has not been able to
accommodate our rapidly increasing
collection. In the Auxiliary Library
the catholic periodicals are collected
together and are easily available, there
being a card index for the greater
part of them.
RARE BOOKS
Our collection of rare books has
grea'tly increased since the work of
reclamation from the attics has begun. Part of this collection is now on
display in the Main Library.
There
are books of the early printers, Aldus,
Plantin, Froben and more of a later
date. Worthy of note are the following: the First Editions of Abelly's
(1664) and Collet's (1748) "Vie de M.
Vincent de Paul"; Martyrologium Romanum, Antwerp, (1589), printed by
Christopher Platin; First Edition of
the Roman Martyrology with notes by
Baronius; the 1750 Edition of the
"History of Tom Jones" Vols. I, III,
by Henry Fielding; a Pre-Sixtine Vulgate, Louvain Edition, Antwerp, (1570)
with Cuts and Decorative Borders; a
Pre-Sixtine Vulgate, Louvain Edition,
with numerous illustrations; the First
American Edition of the Douai New
Testament, with "Ex Libris Cong.
Miss., Ad Usum Rosati, ex dono Fenwick", written inside cover.
BOOK BINDERY
Generous friends are supplying us
with the missing back-numbers of the
Commonweal, and as each volume is
completed it is bound by the book
binders. The work done by these Students: Messrs J. Smith, Sharpe, and
Meyer, is excellent and has received the
hearty commendation of the Superior
and the other priests of the house.
The Library is grateful to Mr.
Thomas Barret, N.C.M. for the fine

set of "O Henry" donated by him.
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Boys' Visit.
Came the third day of May-a dull gray threatening day that was soon to be lighted with the gay
enthusiasm of the Boys from Cape Girardeau. It
was the occasion of their annual trip to Old St.
Mary's of the Barrens, their future home. Leaden
skies could not dampen the spirits of the youthful visitors who came fully prepared to administer
others in St. Louis, received that precious power
the medicine of defeat to the Scholastics. But,
which has placed upon their souls an indelible
alas for the athletic contests!
character of glory before the throne of God.
Something new, in the form of a PhilosophersThey had experienced the delight of a first Holy
Boys handball series, was inaugurated. The ColCommunion. They had tasted the happiness of
legians had a splendid team and were well on the
offering themselves to God by their holy
road to victory when something went amiss allowvows. Many an unrecorded ioy permeated their
exever
no
joy
But
ing the Students to forge ahead and take both
days here at St. Mary's.
games by a score of 21-16 each. The team from
perienced could equal the transcending bliss of
Cape was composed of Kuhn, Rovira and an ambithat moment when the High Priest of Jesus Christ
dextrous lad named Courtney who furnished the
extended his hands over their head and called
throng of onlookers
down upon them the
with many a thrill
Holy Spirit of God.
by driving the ball
And so in years to
for "low bricks"
come, among those
with either hand.
hearts dreaming of
Messrs.
Fassbender,
the days of old
and
Ga
Cughan
there will be eight
S t a m m together
more hearts, youngwith Mr. Chaplinski,
er it is true, but, we
who substituted in
hesitate not to say,
the second game,
at least as full of rerepresented the Stumembrance of the
dents.
olden times and of
Kuchler
Father
that Great Day in
placed on the diaparticular.
mond one of the finOn the morning
est baseball teams
of June 10, the feast
that has been seen
of St.
Margaret
at the Barrens in
whose charity for
years. It functionthe poor was excessive, there will be
ed like a well oiled
Left to right, Ordinandi: Reiv. Messr,s. McCarthy, Kammer, Paour,
ordained
to the
machine, and was
Singleton, Dasit. Hoppq, Richa\rdson and McWilliams.
Priesthood
able to worry the
Sacred
eight young men of the Congregation of the MisStudents at every stage of the game. However,
Captain Mullen and his crew weathered the storm
sion, "to preach the gospel to the poor".
Eight
In the beautiful new Cathedral in St.
and came off the field holding the long end of a
New
Louis, his Excellency, John Joseph Glensix to three score. Lawrence Daspit pitched the
Apostles non, D. D., Archbishop of St. Louis,
game for the Boys, while Mr. Mathews did duty
for the Students.
will raise to the priesthood the OrdiIn the evening the lads from the Cape were ennandi of the Archdiocese, including those of our
tertained with an Irish play, after which they
Community: the Reverend Messrs. Peter J. Paour,
were hurried to their busses. Much handshaking,
Maurice J. Singleton, Edward J. Kammer, Joseph
cheering, well wishing-then the steady drone of
L. Daspit, William M. Hopp, James-W. Richardthe Motors as they rumbled off Southward into
son and Robert L. McWilliams. Reverend Mr.
the darkness bearing their happy youthful pasiugene E. McCarthy will be ordained on the same
sengers home. 'Twas a glorious day for us all.
day but in El Paso, Texas. His Excellency, Anthony J. Schuler, S. J D. D., will confer the Order.
New Stations.
Mrs. Theresa Kulage has again shown her kindThe members of this class pronounced their
ness to the Community and to the Students. To
holy vows in the year 1927; five of them in the
As the resplendent glory of the days of our
Mother's month fades into the dawning of that of,
the Sacred Heart, many a priestly heart goes
back in memory to the Barrens. Years
Memo- ago they here prepared for the sacred ofries fice of the priesthood. Many of them here
in the historic Church of the Assumption,

.
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World News.
PEKIN, CHINA. With the passing
of Bishop Jarlin, the Lazarists lost a
valuable veteran of the Chinese missions. This devoted confrere arrived
in China in 1886, two years after his
entrance into the Congregation. He
was ordained in Pekin and during the
years which followed his ordination he
in turn had charge of a parish, then a
district, was in 1897 made Vicar General of Mgr. Favier, C. M., and in 1900
Coadjutor with right of succession. In
1905 he became Bishop and during his
office imparted to the Vicariate Apostolic of Pekin a remarkable vitality.
At the time of his consecration in 1900
the number of Christians was 40,000
but in a short time 6,000 of these suffered death in the Boxer insurrection.
By the year 1905 the total had mounted
to 73,000 and in 1925 it exceeded 288,000. This last figure does not include
the Christians living in the territories
of Paotingfu and of Tien-Tsin which
were detached from Pekin about this
date and which would, if counted, bring
the total to nearly 495,000:
During the course of his labors
Bishop Jarlin consecrated six bishops,
imposed hands upon more than one
hundred young priests both Chinese
and European, and blessed an Abbot of
La Trappe, Dom Weychard. On the
Bishop's coat of arms was the motto,
"Duc in altum". These simple words
show how well he realized the command
of the Master.
In the month of June, 1930, Bishop
Jarlin's Coadjutor, Mgr. Montaign, was
in Rome and there heard the expression of the high esteem in which Mgr.
Jarlin was held. In the course of an
audience granted to him by the Holy
Father, Bishop Montaign was: asked to
explain the methods used by Mgr. Jarlin and the Pontiff was most pleased
with the explanation and the-details.
During the funeral services in Pekin,
Mr. Windels, the Minister of France,
delivered the following words over the
remains of Bishop Jarlin, "In such a
trying hour, words seem vain and useless, but it is my duty to bring before
this tomb which is about to be closed
the supreme honor of the Republic
of France. The Church loses, in the
person of Mgr. Jarlin, one of its most
eminent prelates, China one of its best
friends, and France a son who was
most dear to her".
ROME, ITALY. Here in the Pontifical Ethiopian Seminary there are
three Scholastics from Alitiena, of the
Abyssinian province. These are the
first students of the Congregation of
the Mission sent to the Holy City from

the land nourished by the labors of the
Venerable De Jacobis. The number of
native confreres has been small, but
there is every reason to look for an
increase of vocations through the
grace of God.

Province News

"June 18, 1908-Played a game of
baseball. Mr. Brennan won his game
from Mr. Monaghan by a score of 8-3.
The sides were: Mr. Brennan, P.; Mr.
Moore, C.; Mr. Sweeney, 1st; Fr. Barr,
2nd; Mr. Nuss, S. S.; MVr. O'Sullivan,
3rd; Messrs. Alt, Hager and Neels played
in the field. Our side was: Mr. Monaghan, P.; Fr. McAuliffe, C.; Mr. Gasper, 1st; Fr. M. Le Sage, 2nd; Fr. Cronin, 3rd; Fr. Durbin, S. S.; Fr. Schorsch,
C. F.; Mr. Delaney, L. F.; Mr. Ahern,
R. F."
"July 4, 1908. Fr. Barr went to St.
Louis. He will purchase all things we
need for the Gasconade-tent, stove,
cooking utensils, etc. Fr. Hueber, during his recent visit in St. Louis, procured a supply of fireworks. After
supper the priests and boys sent up
the sky rockets and roman candles. The
Student, celebrated by a torchlight
procession down to the statue. Old
brooms saturated with coal oil served
as torches. The drums were three
gallon tin cans. The bass drum was
the old 'calliope', used instead of the
bell during Holy Week. It was hauled
down the walk on a wheel barrow. Midway to the statue the procession encountered the Visitor and the Superior.
The Students were generously given
four packages of small fire-crackers
to celebrate our nation's birthday."
"February 29, 1916. Four years hence,
some Doyen will be consulting this to
find. a precedent for recreation on this
dav. (Who will that Doyen be? Garvey or Gafney or Taugher.) And not
finding it here, he will go back to 1912.
But let him be spared the trouble for on
thil day 1912 the Students had examinations. Those were the days of
monthly examinations. We had regular classes today. Nothing of note happened, except that Fr. Souvay failed
tn get away this morning and was a
bit on edge about it."
"June 22, 1917. Mr. Lilly entertained
at recreation after supper by playing
the piano. The piano was pulled to the
back window for the benefit of those
at the swing. Everybody sang a little
ditty."
"July 13, 1917. The whole community
is greatly pleased to know that Fr.
Nuss is again 'Care of Kitchen'. He
will see to it that the dishes, refectory
and kitchen are kept clean-he will not
have charge of the food-Fr. Hueber
still reigns in this division of the culinary department."
"September 18, 1917. About 7:15 P.
M., the priests, students and novices
.repaired to the recreation hall to witness Professor Kinsburgh present a bewildering and humorous exhibition of
magic, mirth and mystery. The Professor was very clever and he had the
house in an uproar when he pulled a
fake string of sausage from the pocket
of Mr. Harvey's cassock."

The De Andrein congratulates Ft.
Barr on being chosen First Delegate to
the General Assembly to be held in
Paris next July. It likewise extends
congratulations to Fr. Corcoran on being chosen Second Delegate, to Fr.
Nuelle on being chosen First Substitute,
and to Fr. Tom Finney on being chosen
Second Substitute.
Fr. Eugene McCarthy will celebrate
his first Solemn Mass at the Church
of the Inmihaculate Conception in El
Paso on June 11th. The Rev. G. G.
Frund will deliver the sermon for the
occasion.
Fr. Paour's first Solemn Mass will be
celebrated in Danville, Illinois, on June
His
11, at St. Patrick's Church.
preacher will be the Rev. F. J. McAuliffe.
Fr. M. J. O'Connell will preach at the
first Solemn Mass of Fr. Singleton,
which will be celebrated at St. Vincent's Church, Chicago, on June l1th.
St. Joseph's Church, New Orleans,
will be the scene of Fr. Kammer's first
Solemn Mass on June 18, and Fr. J. L.
O'Regan the preacher for the occasion.
On the same day that Fr. Kammer
celebrates at St. Joseph's, Fr. Daspit
will celebrate his first Solemn Mass at
St. Stephen's Church. Fr. F. X. McCabe will preach the sermon..
Fr. Hopp has chosen the Ursuline
Chapel at Dallas, Texas, as the place
where he will offer up his first Solemn
Mass on June 18th. Fr. C. J. McCarthy
will be the preacher.
Another first Solemn Mass will be
celebrated at Dallas on the same day
by Fr. Richardson at Holy Trinity
Church, with Fr. A. A. Malloy delivering
the sermon.
At St. Vincent's Church in Chicago
on June 18, the first Solemn Mass of
Fr. McWilliams will take place. The
sermon will be preached by Fr. J. M.
Murray.
Under the direction of Mr. Clarence
Corcoran, C. M., the boys at the Cape
published, during the month of May,
an admirable Latin paper called "Vox
Fori". The editors of the paper were
Thomas Kavanauqh and William Ryan,
who were assited by Lee Zimmermann,
Frank O'Brien Vincent Courtney, Ignatius Foley, Joseph Sharpe and Salter
Warren. Seven short articles and a
Latin cross-word puzzle, together with
a foreword, a dedication and a quotation from St. James composed the paper. The publ cation does credit to the
boys and their director.
Fr. Schorsch, Dean of the Graduate
School of De Paul, and Dr. Charles A.
Stone, Professor of Education at the
Loop school, are going to lead to Rome
a Holy Year Pilgrimage of De Paul stu-

dents and friends. The party will leave
New York on August 5, aboard the
Steamship "Conte di Savoia", and will
return on September 6th. Places to
be visited, besides Rome, include Genoa,
Naples, Florence and Venice.
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ing the number of Novices to more than forty. The
Scholasticate, though soon to lose eight of its
members by Ordination, has recently welcomed
almost twice as many into its ranks. The Student
personnel, excluding the Ordinandi, boasts an enrollment of more than seventy-five. Novices and
Students, now separated, occupy beautiful new
buildings.
What changes the passing years have left in
their wake! Amidst the depression enveloping
the world, we have been blessed with both material
and, spiritual prosperity.

Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
- St. Vincent de Paul
and in the sweat of our brow.
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spring and the remainder in the fall. The new Novitiate building had only recently been completed.
They had occupied it for a 'very short space
of time, having lived for the most part in the old
Last October when we undertook the burden of
Scholastic edifice, from the crowded quarters of
editing this paper, we said that we would rely on
which they managed to draw their enviable charthe cooperation of the confreres to make this a
acteristic of activity and generosity. Their outpleasant and successful year for the De Andrein.
standing spirit of enthusiasm has not only maniWe are happy to announce that
fested itself in the classroom but
our confidence was not in vainShas diffused itself about the inthis has indeed, through your
stitution, to the athletic field, on
kind aid, been a pleasant and
IN ME MO• ?IA•M
the stage, and, above all, at the
successful year for the paper.
summer camp. Many of the
To witness the cooperation
younger Students owe much of
given and the interest shown in
Our Belov 7ed Confrere
their enthusiasm to this body.
this Student activity brings
Nor has piety been lacking.
Bernarrd DI iley
home to us the fact that we are
"Boyhood dreams of long ago
all members of one community,
Saw an altar fair,
St udent

that we are all-Priests, Stu-

dents and Novices-bound toof
gether by a common bond, and
Congregation
ongregation
that what concerns or affects one
member, or group of the ComBorn 1914
munity, concerns and affects the
"To me, to
Com~hunity as a whole. May this
and to die
spirit ever animate each and
every member of the Community
-a spirit of mutual cooperation
and assistance.
We wish to thank all our subscribers, benefactors and friends for the interest manifested in the paper, and the
encouragement which they so generously bestowed. Ungrateful would we be, if we did not, in
particular, thank Fr. McIntyre for his constant assistance and sound advice, and Frs. Fisher and
Wangler for the special service which they rendered to us during the past eight months.
It is our ardent wish that our successor in this
office may be encouraged by the same good fortune which constantly favored the retiring staff.
TIME MARCHES ON

It is the month of May, 1925, at St. Mary's of
the Barrens. Ten Novices have just been received, raising the Novitiate enrollment to the unprecedented total of twenty-nine, a trifle short of
the Scholastic number. The Students and Novices
occupy different sections of the same buildingIlTime marches on. Once more it is the month
of-May, eight years later. Twenty-four aspirants
have been admitted into the Novitiate, augment-

Consecrated trembling hands
Lifted there in prayer."

the

Such a dream, or rather, in
reality,
such an apprehension of
IDied 1933
their future destinies as Other
Christs has certainly been deeply
live iis Christ,
impressed upon their hearts, as
is ga in."
year after year has rolled by.
Phil. I.
The more knowledge they attained, the more did they tremble at the thought of the time to
come when they would be empowered to sit in judgment over the souls of their
fellow men.
Soon, now, will the dream of the Ordinandi be
realized; soon, will their aspirations and longings
be happily terminated. On the tenth
Dream day of June they will be filled with the
Realized Holy Ghost in a manner the slightest
notion of which they cannot now conceive. It is an experience to which they look forward with longing hearts; an occasion for which
they fearfully yet confidently await.
Let us be mindful of them in our prayers during
the retreat which precedes their ordination, and
let us never afterwards fail to remember them in
our prayers, at least in a general way. Each ex,
pects us to pray for him, and each says to us .
of tIhe Mission

I

"Ora pro me
That this human heart may be
Christlike through the years.
Think of me when on your knees
That thi. dream may come true.
Bowed before that altar fair,
There, I'll think of you.
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VINCENTIAN FOREIGN
MISSION NEWS
Ft. Misner, writing from Linchwan,
Kiangsi, tells us that the bandits are
still a menace: "Here in Fuchow, it is
much like sitting on a volcano, wondering each day whether it is going to
blow off the next. The bandit situation
is anything but certain, and the soldiers
are absolutely unreliable. However,
besides our regular works, we are now
caring for over 600 refugees from bandit-infested districts and the number is
continually growing. We are going
on hoping for the best but never knowing from day to day when we may have
to make a hasty exit."
The only effect of thq Japanese affair, says Fr. Misner, as far as the
missionaries are concerned, has been
to show the Reds more clearly the
ineffectiveness of the Chinese, and to
make them more bold.
Fr. Misner speaks of the weather conditions in a humorous vein: "There is
a peculiarity in this climate-there is
almost no spring; as soon as the winter is over, it is hot. Or rather, spring
consists of a mixture of hot and cold
days, with hardly any 'in between'. If
the sun is shining, it is hot; when it
rains, it is cold."
The Chinese children have deeply
impressed Fr. Tom Smith. He says:
"The kids over here are a great bunch.
I don't believe I could like a crowd of
American youngsters more than I do
them. The orphans here have a warm
place in each and every missionary's
heart. The kids alone have made my
coming to China worth while."
Fr. W. Dunker brought several baseballs and a few gloves over to China
with him and so, whenever the weather
permits, he and Fr. Smith play baseball
with the "kids". Fr. Smith remarks
that some of these lads are very good
players. Fr. Dunker made a baseball
bat but the wood was too soft and the
bat did not last long. So he took it to
a carpenter for a pattern and asked
him, if he could make one like it. The
carpenter said yes, and in two days
brought Fr. Dunker two bats which
Father claims are actually better than
a'ny he ever saw at home. Chinese carpenters are very handy with the crude
tools they have.
Fr. Stephen Dunker has returned
from the hospital at Shanghai, none
the worse for his stay there. He la
being moved from Fuchow to a netv
mission,
Fr. Fred Lewis left the interior for
the first time since he began his missionary work when he went into Shanghai to see the dentist. Father Bereawili has yet to leave.

We were sorry to hear of the death of
a horse belonging to Fr. Leo Moore.
Losing a horse in China is like losing
a leg, since conveniences for travel there
are very few.
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Perryville News
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the new Student's building, which was
erected through her generosity, she has
donated fourteeen beautiful new Stations of the Cross. The framework of
these Stations will be cut from walnut
wood, and the figures portraying the
way of the Cross will be carved from
the wood of the pear tree. When installed, they will match well the general design of the chapel, and will contribute not a little to its further beauty.
STUDENT DELEGATES
The most important point at issue in
the last meeting of the Mission Society
was the election of two delegates to
represent the Stephen Vincent Ryan
Unit at the general convention of the
Catholic Student's Mission Crusade in
Cincinnati. Mr. Thompson, President
0o the Society, was elected First Delegate by unanimous acclaim without opposition. For the position of Second
Delegate five candidates were nominated: Messrs. Rebenack, V. Smith, Fox,
Moyniharn and G. Mullen, but Mr.
Smith, before the balloting commenced,
asked to have his name withdrawn
and his request was granted. Of t- e
remaining four, Mr. Fox, who is in
charge of thq Vincentian Foreign Mission Society, was chosen to accompany
Mr. Thompson, and Mr. Rebenack was
selected to be Substitute Delegate.
KENRICK STUDENTS
On May 17, some thirty Students of
Kenrick Seminary, members of the
choir and orchestra, motored down to
spend the day at the Barrens. They
were accompanied by Fr. O'Dea, Director of Students, and Fr. Sherlock. Besides being a treat to the Kenric.
Students, the trip was also an occasion of joy to the Students of the
Barrens, giving them the opportunity
to become acquainted with fellow aspirants to the sacerdotal state, who are
under the guidance of our own confreres. In the afternoon, the Kenrick
choir, under the direction of the Rev.
Mr. J. Stenger, presented a very creditable musical entertainment for the
enjoyment of the Priests, Students
and Novices.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations are in order to:
Messrs. McCoy, Fitz Gerald, Glynn,
Trudell, Schorn, Mullins, Stein, Smith,
Ready, Bagen, Murphy, Miller, Zimmerman and Des Laurier, who pronuonced
their Holy Vows during the month of
May.
Messrs Kingsley, Torribio, Kane,
Battle, Fox, Mahoney and Zoeller, who
and
Ostiariate
Tonsure,
received
Lectorate on May 2, and 4th.
The twenty-four young men received into the Novitiate on May 30th.
Messrs. Watterson, Fox, Thompson,
C. Le Fevre, Zimmerman, Reb nack and)
Guyot, who have been called to receive
the Order of Subdeaconate on June
10th.
FINAL EXAMS
Final examinations for the Philo-

sophers will take place on June 8, ,9.
tho 10th. In order to accommodate the
Ordinandi, the Theologians will have
exams on June 1, 2, and 3, but classes
will be resumed afterwards and continue until the tenth.

BOOKS
Books recently acquired by the
Library include,:
The Universal Dictionary of the English Language..................Wyld
The Life of the Blessed John Bosco
....... Auffray
The Cathecist (2 Vols.)........... Howe
Sermon Plans ................... Howe
That Strange Little Brown ManGhandi .......... ............ .Fisher
Elements of Psychology........ Barrett
Milton Handbook .............. Hanford
The Memoirs of Saint Peter.....Kliest
A Compendium of Theology...Bertheir
DONATION
Early in the month Fr, Leo P. Foley
presented to the Library thru Fr. O'Ma-ley the first two volumes of "A Compendium of Theology" by Berthier, translated by Sidney A. Raemers of Notre
Dame University. He donated also a
book entitled "The Memoirs of Saint
Peter" by Kliest. The Library sincerely thanks Fr. Foley for his kindness.
CARD INDEXING
Arrangements have been made for
several weeks work towards the installation of a more exact and detailed
system of card cataloging for the
Library. The work done already is in
every detail technically perfect and
accordant with the system to be installed. This assistance is very helpful to the Librarians who hope to be
able to place at the disposal of the
Seminary a scientific Card Index system that will facilitate reference and
research work.
CATHOLIC PERIODICAL INDEX
The two volumes (1930 and 1931) of
the Catholic Periodical Index are now
in the Library. These books contain
indexes for about fifty publications. Of
the many reviews and magazines indexed, the Library has on hand at least
fifteen, complete for the years 19 0
and 1931. We are glad to see, amontv
the publications indexed, the Acta
Apostolicae Sedis; we regret that the
Sign magazine is not listed. The sy stemr of cross reference is very thorou.h
and names and titles are recorded
throughout. Of its value the Ecclesiastical Review writes, "Little imagination
is needed to realize the importance of
easy access to the sources in which
Catholic public opinion on current
problems and aspirations is recorded.
It is the high mission of the index to
render that service."
The library is greatly indebted to
Si ter Mary Joseph of Webster Groves
College and to Fr. Leo Foley for their
invaluable assistance in the supplying
of the missing back-numbers of the
Commonweal to our book-binders.
The De Andrein is grateful to Mr.

Kingsley for contributing to its files a
complete set of every issue of the paper
thus far published.

